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Chapter Four
D E V E L O P I N G A N I N T E R P R E TAT I O N
T H R O U G H T E X T U A L A N A LY S I S :
THE 1941 CASE

I

s real insight into basic historical questions beyond the reach of those
who are not prepared to spend many years studying them? I don’t think so.
I think that scholars who are not prepared to make that kind of investment can still develop a certain level of historical understanding—a level no
one would call superficial—provided they approach historical problems the
right way.
How then are such problems to be approached? Not passively: you can’t
just read a lot of books and articles and documents, absorbing what you can
and throwing everything into the hopper, and expect that something called
“historical understanding” will almost automatically come out the other end.
Historical problems instead need to be approached actively. That means that
you have to put questions to the material you are working with. And to come
up with the right questions, you are going to have to do a lot of thinking. This
is not a particularly easy thing to do, but if you work that way, you might be
surprised by how effective this method is—by how far it will take you and by
how quickly it will get you where you need to go.
How in practice should you proceed? In principle, the answer is simple.
You tackle an issue by identifying the most important historical works that
deal with it. You then analyze that body of work using the method outlined
in the previous chapter: seeing what the core arguments are, seeing how basic
theses are supported by key claims, and then examining those claims, paying
special attention to the evidence given to back them up. The questions thus
emerge in a very natural way: are a particular author’s claims correct? What’s
to be made of the argument that supports them? Does the evidence really
prove what it’s supposed to prove? And when authors disagree, as they usually
do on important issues, you ask: who’s right? Who makes the stronger case?
Above all, you’ll want to think about how different claims relate to each
other, and in particular about how major arguments are related to relatively
narrow claims. The more concrete the question, the more studiable it is. Your
goal, therefore, is to see how broad issues of interpretation turn on relatively
narrow claims. The conclusions you reach when you examine those claims in
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the light of the evidence will then automatically have relatively broad implications. The big questions will gradually get answered, and an interpretation
will gradually take shape in your mind.
All this is very general, and if you’re to understand how this method
works, you’re going to have to see it in operation. So in this chapter, I want
to show how it can be used to develop an interpretation of an important
episode in the history of international politics, America’s road to war in
1941.

America and Germany in 1941
Let’s say that your goal is to explain how America ended up at war with
both Germany and Japan in December 1941. Where do you start? You can
begin by reacting to certain notions you’ve absorbed from the general culture.
You might have been led to believe, for example, that the United States
was a peace-loving country that sought to avoid foreign entanglements,
that Germany and Japan were aggressor states, and that America’s entry
into the war was a product of Axis aggression pure and simple. You look at
what scholars have had to say on the subject. A.J.P. Taylor, for example, in
the very last paragraph of The Origins of the Second World War, says that
Hitler’s decision to go to war with America was “gratuitous,” and that the
United States was a country that “asked only to be left alone.”1 You perhaps
note that this type of interpretation is still widely accepted and that even
scholars from time to time still argue along those lines.2
Claims of that sort are a kind of springboard. You react to that sort of argument, drawing on your general sense for how international politics works.
Why on earth, you wonder, would Hitler have declared war on America,
involved as he was in his war with the Soviet Union, if the United States
had really “asked only to be left alone”? Why on earth would he have “gratuitously” embarked on an armed conflict with a power as strong as the United
States? Your whole understanding of international politics leads you to
think that things just could not have been so simple, that the German
decision to go to war with America almost certainly had something to do
with American policy, and that America was in all probability more deeply
involved in European affairs by that point than Taylor, for example, was
suggesting.
1

A.J.P. Taylor, The Origins of the Second World War (New York: Atheneum, 1962), p. 278.
Note, for example, Randall Schweller’s use of that passage from the Taylor book in his article
“Bandwagoning for Profit: Bringing the Revisionist State Back In,” International Security 19,
no. 1 (Summer 1994): 94–95.
2
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This sort of thinking, however, simply defines the questions. Only the evidence can provide answers. So to find out what was going on, you begin by
turning to what you identify (using the method outlined in the previous
chapter and elaborated on in appendix I) as the most important accounts of
U.S. policy in this period. It soon becomes clear that the American government, especially in late 1941, was anything but passive. The United States, it
turns out, was fighting an undeclared war in the Atlantic against Germany at
that time. One of the most important works dealing with the subject is in fact
called The Undeclared War.3 But how, you wonder, is that behavior to be understood? What was the American political leadership trying to do? Did President Roosevelt and his top advisers simply want to defend the sea lanes in
order to keep Britain from falling? Perhaps they did not want to go any further if they could help it? Or maybe Roosevelt’s goal actually was to bring the
United States into the war on Britain’s side, and maybe the naval operations
are to be understood in terms of that objective?
Scholars, you note, are divided on the issue. The majority view is that
Roosevelt, certainly from mid-1941 on, “steadily maneuvered the country in
the direction of war.”4 It is commonly assumed that public opinion was a key
factor here. Most Americans, it seems, wanted to keep out of the war but also
supported strong action even if it meant risking war, and Roosevelt’s policy
was framed with an eye on that situation. The argument is that rather than
present the issue of intervention to the country directly, he preferred to maneuver in a way that would allow people to believe (or at least half believe)
that the country was being pushed into the conflict.5
What sort of evidence, you wonder, supports that view? Well, for one
thing, Roosevelt actually said he wanted to go to war with Germany. Robert
Dallek, author of the most important book on Roosevelt’s foreign policy, supports his claim that the president by late 1941 “now wished to take the
United States into the war” by citing the record of Roosevelt’s meeting with
the British prime minister, Winston Churchill, at the Atlantic Conference in
3
William Langer and S. Everett Gleason, The Undeclared War, 1940–1941 (New York: Harper,
1953), esp. chap. 14, 18, 23.
4
Patrick Hearden, Roosevelt Confronts Hitler: America’s Entry into World War II (DeKalb:
Northern Illinois University Press, 1987), p. 201.
5
Robert Dallek, Franklin D. Roosevelt and American Foreign Policy, 1932–1945 (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 1979; paperback edition, 1981), pp. 265, 267, 285–89. On the idea
that the American people, while themselves unwilling to make the tough decisions, basically understood (and approved of) what Roosevelt was doing, see Warren Kimball’s September 22,
1999, post on H-Diplo (http://www2.h-net.msu.edu/~diplo/). For a detailed study of the role of
public opinion during this period, see Steven Casey, Cautious Crusade: Franklin D. Roosevelt,
American Public Opinion, and the War against Nazi Germany (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
2001).
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August 1941. Roosevelt had explained to Churchill that he was “skating on
pretty thin ice” with Congress, and that if he asked for a declaration of war
Congress would spend three months debating the issue. He therefore would
not go that route. He would instead “wage war, but not declare it.” “He would
become more and more provocative.” His goal, he said, was to “force an ‘incident.’” He “made it clear that he would look for an ‘incident’ which would
justify him in opening hostilities.”6 And this, you notice, was not just an isolated remark. Roosevelt, in fact, often spoke in such terms at the time.7
But perhaps Roosevelt’s comment to Churchill is not to be taken at face
value? Waldo Heinrichs, the author of another important book on the subject, says that Roosevelt at that point was not “seeking war” and that when
the president had earlier talked about how American patrolling of the North
Atlantic would lead to an “incident, which would not be unwelcome,”
he was probably just trying “to be encouraging.”8 And David Reynolds, author of an important study of Anglo-American relations in this period,
quotes Roosevelt’s remarks to Churchill at length but argues that, even as
late as November and early December 1941, the president did not want “to
provoke hostilities” with Germany.9
Faced with these differences of opinion, how do you get to the bottom of
the issue? The answer is simple. You look for evidence, when reading these
historical accounts, that bears both directly and indirectly on the question.
You try to understand Roosevelt’s basic thinking about what a German victory in Europe would mean, both for America and for the world as a whole,
and you think about what that implied about the sort of policy America
should adopt. You look at the tenor of what he and his closest advisers were
saying, both in public and in private—his statement, for example, on
September 1, 1941, that “we shall do everything in our power to crush Hitler
and his Nazi forces,”10 or the remark by his close adviser Harry Hopkins in
November 1941 that it was going to take much more than a lend-lease
program to defeat Hitler.11 You pay special attention to what the U.S.
6

Dallek, Roosevelt, p. 285.
See David Reynolds, The Creation of the Anglo-American Alliance, 1937–41: A Study in Competitive Co-operation (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1982), pp. 202, 208, and
esp. 347 n. 38. See also Hearden, Roosevelt Confronts Hitler, pp. 196, 200–202; and Dallek, Roosevelt, p. 286.
8
See Waldo Heinrichs, Threshold of War: Franklin D. Roosevelt and American Entry into World
War II (New York: Oxford University Press, 1988), pp. 78, 151.
9
Reynolds, Anglo-American Alliance, pp. 214, 219.
10
Quoted in Langer and Gleason, Undeclared War, p. 743.
11
Robert E. Sherwood, Roosevelt and Hopkins: An Intimate History (New York: Harper, 1948),
p. 410. Note also Hopkins’s criticism in a note to Roosevelt of a public statement by an army
general about U.S. military unpreparedness. This sort of thing, he said, was doing “a good deal of
harm” because it made people reluctant “to go all the way”—a comment that reflects the implicit
assumption that both men wanted the country to “go all the way.” Ibid., p. 377.
7
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government was actually doing: what sorts of military forces were being built,
what kind of planning was going on, what sort of diplomacy was being practiced, what kinds of military operations, if any, were being conducted. Above
all, you want to see whether all these things fall into a pattern—that is,
whether you can make sense of what was going on by seeing how all these
things fit in with each other.
What emerges when you do this exercise? First, how did Roosevelt approach these basic issues of foreign policy? You look at the key sources cited
by writers who deal with these issues, and when you read that material, you
see certain themes sounded over and over again. The United States, Roosevelt
felt, could not afford to think in strictly defensive terms. America, that is,
could not just sit on its hands until it was attacked. America’s security was
deeply affected by what was going on elsewhere in the world. If Britain went
down, the Axis powers would control the resources of the entire Old World.
The New World would then “be living at the point of a gun—a gun loaded
with explosive bullets, economic as well as military.”12
The threat was particularly acute—and this was a theme that came up repeatedly in his remarks in the 1939–1941 period—because of the nature of
modern warfare. The oceans might have been “reasonably adequate defensive
barriers” in the past. But given the range of modern bombers and the speed
with which attacks could be mounted, this was no longer the case. The
United States had in effect been brought much closer to Europe, and its interests were thus more deeply bound up with what went on there. The country had to face up to the problem this posed before it was too late. One could
not allow things to deteriorate to the point where the nation would be forced
to fight “a last-ditch war for the preservation of American independence”
sometime in the future. It would be “suicide” to wait until the enemy was “in
our front yard.” His basic premise was that it made sense to deal with the
problem before it became unmanageable. America had to defend itself in a
more “dynamic” way and not just at the borders. Implicit in this whole line of
argument was the idea that Nazi power had to be broken: the Nazis could not
be allowed to build up their power by consolidating their position and drawing on the resources of all of Europe; a policy of simply preventing the defeat
of Britain—even assuming that Britain would fight on forever once it became
clear that America would never enter the war—would not be good enough.
By late 1941 what was implicit before had become explicit. Hitler had to be

12
Frank Freidel, Franklin D. Roosevelt: A Rendezvous with Destiny (Boston: Little, Brown,
1990), p. 311; The Public Papers and Addresses of Franklin D. Roosevelt, comp. Samuel Rosenman,
vol. 9 (for 1940) (New York: Macmillan, 1941), pp. 2–4, 231, 324, 635–36 (for the quotation),
665–66, and vol. 10 (for 1941) (New York: Harper, 1942), pp. 183–84, 188; Roosevelt to Cudahy, March 4, 1939, The Roosevelt Letters, ed. Elliott Roosevelt with Joseph Lash, vol. 3 (London:
Harrap, 1952), pp. 256–57.
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defeated; there could be no thought of “any peace founded on a compromise
with evil itself”; the Nazi threat had to be “struck down.”13
It turns out, moreover, that that was not just Roosevelt’s view. His top military advisers were thinking along similar lines. They were if anything more
willing than the president to dot the i’s and explicitly accept the implications
of this line of argument. Admiral Stark, the chief of naval operations, argued
strongly, beginning in late 1940, for a policy of bringing the United States
into the war with Germany, an approach that General Marshall, the army
chief of staff, basically accepted. And the evidence strongly suggests that
Roosevelt himself, very secretly, made it clear to Stark that he shared his
point of view. Seeing what the thinking was in such circles helps you interpret what was actually done, especially in the area of naval operations in the
North Atlantic. And as you try to make sense of that story, you pay special
attention to certain key pieces of evidence. You note, for example, Admiral
Stark’s comment, as early as February 1941, that “the question as to our entry
into the war now seems to be when and not whether”14—a remark that is of
particular importance in this context, given that Stark, as CNO, was in a
good position to know what the president’s thinking on naval operations in
the Atlantic actually was. As the different elements in the story gradually fall
into place, a general picture takes shape.15
But before you commit yourself to a particular interpretation, you want
to examine the arguments on the other side. Not everyone believes that
Roosevelt, in 1941, wanted to take the country into the war, and some firstrate scholars take the opposite view. Gerhard Weinberg, for example, in his
important book A World at Arms gives a picture of “Roosevelt trying and
hoping to avoid war.” While “some of Roosevelt’s advisors did think the
13
Wesley Craven and James Cate, The Army Air Forces in World War II, vol. 1 (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1948), p. 118; Roosevelt, Public Papers, 9:198–99, 633, 636, 665,
and 10:183, 185, 189, 367–435. Roosevelt to White, December 14, 1939, Roosevelt Letters, 3:293.
14
Quoted in Jonathan Utley, Going to War with Japan, 1937–1941 (Knoxville: University of
Tennessee Press, 1985), p. 138, and also in Mark Stoler, Allies and Adversaries: The Joint Chiefs of
Staff, the Grand Alliance, and U.S. Strategy in World War II (Chapel Hill: University of North
Carolina Press, 2000), p. 41.
15
There are a number of excellent historical works dealing with U.S. strategic thinking in this
period. See especially Stoler, Allies and Adversaries, and James Leutze, Bargaining for Supremacy:
Anglo-American Naval Collaboration, 1937–1941 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina
Press, 1977). For Roosevelt’s endorsement of Stark’s thinking, see esp. Leutze, Bargaining for
Supremacy, pp. 202–5, 219, 296 n. 12; note also B. Mitchell Simpson, Admiral Harold R. Stark:
Architect of Victory, 1939–1945 (Columbia: University of South Carolina Press, 1989), p. 75,
and Maurice Matloff and Edwin Snell, Strategic Planning for Coalition Warfare, 1941–1942
(Washington, D.C.: Center of Military History, 1999; originally published 1953), p. 28 n. 43.
Note also Roosevelt’s positive reaction to an October 8, 1941, memorandum by Admiral Stark
calling for the United States “to enter the war against Germany as soon as possible”; see Sherwood, Roosevelt and Hopkins, pp. 379–80.
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United States should or would have to enter the war to assure the defeat of
Hitler,” Weinberg says, there is “no evidence that the President himself abandoned his hope that the United States could stay out.”16 The key argument
he makes to support that conclusion has to do with American naval policy in
1941. Thanks to British intelligence cooperation, as Weinberg points out,
from April 1941 on the Americans were able to read intercepted German
naval messages. The knowledge the U.S. government acquired in this way, he
writes, “was regularly and carefully utilized to avoid incidents, when it could
very easily have been used to provoke them.” Roosevelt’s famous order “to
shoot at German submarines on sight,” he says, “was more to frighten them
off than to provoke them.” “Aware of German orders to submarines to avoid
incidents,” he argues, Roosevelt “could push forward with his program of aid
to Britain knowing that at worst there might be isolated incidents in the
Atlantic.”17 This is a point, he believes, that nearly everyone has overlooked,
in spite of the fact that the “relevant records have been available for decades”
and had been analyzed in an account the German scholar Jürgen Rohwer
published “many years ago.”18
These specific claims about naval operations thus play a key role in supporting Weinberg’s general argument about Roosevelt’s policy and are thus
worth examining closely. So to pursue the issue, you look up the footnotes for
the passages in which those claims are made. You immediately notice something odd. In the key footnote Weinberg admits that his interpretation “differs
somewhat” from Rohwer’s own interpretation. What then, you wonder, does
Rohwer actually claim, and what exactly does he show, especially in the
particular passages Weinberg cites in his footnotes?
So you look up those passages, and it turns out that Rohwer, like most
historians who have studied the question, sees a gradual movement toward
belligerency. He divides American policy on the European war into three
periods. During the first period, which ended with the fall of France in the
spring of 1940, Roosevelt wanted to keep out of the war. He was not a pure

16

Gerhard Weinberg, A World at Arms: A Global History of World War II (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994), pp. 240–41.
17
Ibid. (emphasis in original).
18
Gerhard Weinberg, H-Diplo post, October 5, 1999. Note also his comment about how
Rohwer’s findings about how the German intercepts were used “to avoid incidents as much as
possible . . . invalidates many standard readings of FDR’s policy.” Gerhard Weinberg, “World
War II: Comments on the Roundtable,” Diplomatic History 25, no. 3 (Summer 2001): 492. The
H-Diplo post turned up in an H-Diplo search for “Pearl Harbor,” a keyword useful in searching
for writings related to the origins of the Pacific War; the Diplomatic History article turned up in a
Social Science Citation Index search for articles that cited the Rohwer article. That latter
search, incidentally, also turned up a reference to a review article, which would be valuable if
you wanted to pursue the issue further: J. Rohwer, “Signal Intelligence and World War II: The
Unfolding Story,” Journal of Military History 63, no. 4 (October 1999): 939–51.
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isolationist even then, but in Roosevelt’s view at that time Britain and
France would be able to keep Hitler from winning with only limited American support. After the fall of France in 1940, according to Rohwer, American
policy entered a second phase. The Americans began to build up a strong
military force, and support for Britain was greatly intensified. A third phase
began in the early spring of 1941: Roosevelt was moving toward a policy of
undeclared war against Germany.19
But putting all this aside, it’s still fair to ask what Rohwer’s evidence actually showed. To get at that issue, you need to focus on the specifics, so you
read Rohwer’s account closely. What emerges is a picture of a very active
American policy in late 1941. In July, for example, it was decided that German warships that threatened U.S.-protected convoys were to be attacked,
and according to Rohwer depth charges were dropped on real or suspected
German submarines on at least eighty separate occasions.20 That policy and
those tactics were apparently adopted before anyone knew how Hitler would
react. To be sure, the number of incidents was limited by the fact that the main
task of the naval authorities, both British and American, was to get the
convoys through safely, and that meant that they took full advantage of
the information they acquired through their intelligence operations to steer
the convoys away from German U-boats.21 The Americans, however, had
clearly not opted for a policy of avoiding confrontations with German warships. As Rohwer shows, it was through pure chance—in one important case,
through simple mechanical problems on the German side—that attacks on
major German vessels did not take place in the immediate pre–Pearl Harbor
period.22 It was not as though the Americans had learned from intercepted
German naval communications exactly how far they could go without provoking Hitler to declare war and went that far but no further.

19
Jürgen Rohwer, “Die USA und die Schlacht im Atlantik 1941,” in Kriegswende Dezember
1941, ed. Jürgen Rohwer and Eberhard Jäckel (Koblenz: Bernard and Graefe, 1984), pp. 81–89.
20
Ibid., pp. 94, 97. Other accounts support Rohwer’s basic point that the Americans, from
mid-1941 on, were pursuing a very active policy in the Atlantic. See, for example, Douglas
Norton, “The Open Secret: The U.S. Navy in the Battle of the Atlantic, April–December
1941,” Naval War College Review 26 (January–February 1974): esp. pp. 71–73, reprinted in Walter
Hixson, ed., The United States and the Road to War in Europe (New York: Routledge, 2002). On
the eve of Pearl Harbor, the German navy had in fact noted “that the Battle of the Atlantic had
become so intensive that a declaration of war between Germany and the United States remained
only a formality.” Holger Herwig, Politics of Frustration: The United States in German Naval
Planning, 1889–1941 (Boston: Little, Brown, 1976), p. 234. Admiral Stark, looking back a few
years later, characterized the situation in much the same way. U.S. Congress, Joint Committee
on the Investigation of the Pearl Harbor Attack, Hearings, 79th Cong., 1st sess. 1945–46, pt. 5,
p. 2292.
21
Rohwer, “Die USA,” pp. 97, 99, 101–2.
22
Ibid., pp. 99–101. See also Leutze, Bargaining for Supremacy, p. 258.
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It seems quite clear, in fact, that the policy of using the intelligence to get
the convoys through by routing them around German submarine concentrations cannot be taken as proof of a desire on Roosevelt’s part to avoid war
with Germany. It was the British (as Rohwer notes) who played the key role
in deciding how the convoys would be routed.23 If the British government,
which certainly wanted America to come into the war, opted for such a policy, why should the fact that the Americans pursued that same policy be
taken as proof that they wished to avoid war with Germany? So the evidence
in the Rohwer article does not prove that Roosevelt was trying to keep
America out of the war. If anything, it suggests exactly the opposite. Doing
that exercise—seeing what Weinberg’s interpretation is based on and analyzing a key text he cites to support that view—thus helps you develop your own
understanding of the substantive issue at hand.
Let me step back a minute and make two comments about what has been
going on here. Weinberg tends to interpret the story in terms of aggressors
and victims, pure and simple. But you might think not just that U.S. policy
was far more assertive than he makes out but also that it had to be more assertive, because that is the way international politics works. The Americans,
you might assume, could not just remain passive in the face of what the Nazis
were doing in Europe, because of its long-term effect on their own security
position. The different historical interpretations might thus reflect different
assumptions of a theoretical nature. But that does not mean that the theory is
logically prior to the history—that one opts for a particular theoretical approach, that the history is interpreted accordingly, and that it could just as
easily be interpreted the other way. You decide the historical issue by analyzing key bodies of evidence, and the way it’s decided then helps you make up
your mind about the theoretical assumptions you use to interpret these
historical issues.
The second comment relates to the way an issue of this sort is analyzed. You
look at a key claim—a claim that plays a major role in supporting one of the
book’s basic arguments—and you then focus on the evidence the author gives
to back it up. You thus turn to the footnotes appended to the passages in
which that claim is made, look up the sources cited there, and read them with
some care, perhaps even examining the sources they cite. In unraveling the
Watergate scandal, Bob Woodward and Carl Bernstein were given a famous
piece of advice: “follow the money.” But if you want to get to the bottom of a
historical issue, it’s not the money that you should follow. It’s the footnotes.
But to return now to the historical analysis: suppose you reach the conclusion, using these techniques, that Roosevelt’s policy in 1941 was to take the
country into the war with Germany. This conclusion is important, but in the
final analysis it’s just one element in the story. You’re still a long way from
23

Rohwer, “Die USA,” pp. 97, 102.
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understanding how America became involved in the Second World War.
The naval operations in the Atlantic, after all, did not lead directly to war
with Germany. For Hitler in late 1941, the war with Russia was the top priority and that meant that for the time being war with America was to be
avoided if at all possible. The German navy (as Weinberg notes) was thus
kept on a short leash. “Under no circumstances,” the German naval commander noted, did the Führer “wish to cause incidents which would result in
U.S. entry into the war.”24 And it was of course only after the Japanese attack
on Pearl Harbor that Hitler declared war on the United States.

Roosevelt and Japan
So you obviously have to pay attention to U.S.-Japanese relations in 1941.
How does that story fit in to the larger story of global politics in this period?
To get at that question, the first step is to try to learn what you can about what
was going on between American and Japan in this period—to try to understand at a very rudimentary level how one thing led to another, until finally
the Japanese attacked the American fleet at Pearl Harbor on December 7,
1941. Using the techniques outlined in the previous chapter, a number of
books can be identified as academically respectable accounts. You read those
books, and perhaps some key collections of documents as well, and you
quickly get a sense for what the basic story was.
What, in brief, was the story here? In late July 1941 the Japanese moved
into southern Indochina. The Americans responded by freezing Japan’s assets
in the United States. The freezing of assets quickly turned into a full economic embargo. In particular, deliveries of petroleum and petroleum products
were suspended, and those shipments were embargoed not just by the United
States but by America’s friends Britain and Holland as well. But Japan was dependent on oil imports from sources controlled by those countries. Those oil
imports were particularly important for military (including naval) purposes.
Japan had been engaged in an undeclared war in China since 1937. Without
liquid fuels, its military effort there would grind to a halt. If the effort in China
was not to be abandoned, the Japanese would need to find some way to get the
oil they needed. That they could do either by reaching an agreement with the
United States that would allow oil shipments to resume or by seizing the oil
fields in the Dutch East Indies. But it was clear enough in late 1941 that an attack on the Indies would in all probability mean war with the United States.25
24

Quoted in Hearden, Roosevelt Confronts Hitler, p. 203.
Certain explicit warnings about further Japanese expansion, and in particular a move into
the Indies, were in fact issued. The most important ones were given by Roosevelt in a meeting
with the Japanese ambassador on July 24, 1941, and by Under Secretary of State Sumner Welles
25
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The Japanese-American talks in late 1941 were thus of fundamental importance. To avoid both war with America and a collapse of its position in
China, Japan needed a negotiated settlement with the United States. Indeed,
it needed the issue to be resolved relatively quickly. As its oil reserves dwindled, Japan felt “like a fish in a pond from which the water was gradually
being drained away.”26 But the Americans were unwilling to give the Japanese what they wanted. The China question turned out to be the nub of the
problem. The Americans insisted on a complete Japanese withdrawal from
China proper, but as the U.S. government itself realized, this was something
in a meeting with another Japanese diplomat on August 4. These widely cited documents were
published in U.S. Department of State, Foreign Relations of the United States (FRUS), Japan:
1931–1941, 2 vols. (Washington, D.C.: GPO, 1943), 2: 527, 543. Note also the final paragraph
in the Oral Statement Roosevelt handed to the Japanese ambassador on August 17, 1941, in
ibid., p. 556. Secretary of War Henry Stimson viewed this as a “virtual ultimatum.” Henry Stimson Diaries, microfilm edition, handwritten annotation at top of entry for August 19, 1941. But
even if those warnings had not been issued, the basic situation would still have been fairly clear.
Given the general picture as everyone understood it, it was reasonable to assume that a Japanese
attack on the Indies would probably lead to war with America. What is the thinking that that
conclusion is based on? The U.S. government, first of all, was obviously calling the shots on the
western side. Britain and Holland, in imposing embargoes of their own, were simply following
the American lead. How then could America leave them in the lurch if they were attacked by
Japan for doing precisely that—that is, for cooperating with the U.S. policy and thus for provoking Japan to attack? This, you might assume, was the sort of calculation people would have made
at the time. The Japanese, you might further assume, could reasonably calculate that the Dutch
and the British could pursue a tough policy on the oil issue only if they were backed by America;
given the European situation, they would have had to take a much softer line if they had had to
stand entirely on their own. The fact that they took a tough line could thus be taken as confirming that general point about an attack on the Indies being casus belli for the United States. And
military arguments about the Philippines—about the importance for the Japanese of neutralizing
American bases in the area if they were to attack the Indies, given the fact that there was a certain risk of war with America if they did so—would also have to be taken into account in this
context, both in Tokyo and in Washington. All these things, you might calculate, would have a
certain bearing on people’s estimates of the risk that a Japanese seizure of the Indies would lead
to a U.S.-Japanese war. By considering these sorts of issues, you can thus begin to reach certain
judgments about how people “must have” analyzed the situation at the time, even in the absence
of hard empirical evidence. But this kind of analysis also helps you get a handle on the evidence.
It serves as a kind of “searchlight.” It directs your attention to certain specific questions—for
example, to the question of what inferences the Japanese in fact drew from what they observed
about British and Dutch policy, or to questions about the role the Philippine issue played in their
calculations. And that in turn helps you see things you might not otherwise have seen—and indeed helps you understand how what you see bears on the basic issues at hand. On these matters,
note the evidence presented in Scott Sagan, “From Deterrence to Coercion to War: The Road to
Pearl Harbor,” in The Limits of Coercive Diplomacy, ed. Alexander George and William Simons
(Boulder, Colo.: Westview, 1994), pp. 77–78.
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the Japanese found hard to accept. As U.S. under secretary of state Sumner
Welles put it in November 1941, the Japanese leaders had to provide “some
justification to their own people after four years of national effort and sacrifice” in China. Welles therefore “could not believe” that the Japanese would
“agree to evacuate China completely.” But “nothing less,” he said, would
“satisfy [the] United States.”27 The Japanese had thus been backed into a corner. They were in effect forced to choose between war with the United States
and capitulation on the China issue.
American policy was thus an important element in the story of the coming
of the Pacific war. The U.S. oil embargo, most scholars seem to agree, had the
effect of putting the United States on a collision course with Japan. Yet the
scholars who have studied the subject most closely all seem to think that the
last thing U.S. leaders wanted at the time was an armed conflict with that
country. “No one during the fall of 1941,” Jonathan Utley says, “wanted war
with Japan.”28 Even those writers who believe that Roosevelt was trying to
take the country into the European war think that war with Japan was not on
his agenda. Indeed, in their view, the fact that Roosevelt was moving toward
war with Germany made it more important than ever to avoid a second war
with Japan. “From the fall of 1940 to the summer of 1941,” Dallek writes (in
the first paragraph of his chapter on the subject), Roosevelt wanted to “keep
things as quiet as possible in the Pacific”; in June and July 1941, the president’s
“desire to avoid greater involvement in the Pacific” was “undiminished.”29 But
Roosevelt was pushed “toward a confrontation with Japan” by “pressures beyond his control.”30 Even after the embargo was imposed, the president still
sought to avoid, or at least to postpone, a conflict in the Pacific. “Scarce resources,” Roosevelt felt, needed to “be marshaled to fight Hitler.”31 Waldo
Heinrichs makes the same general point about American policy toward Japan
at the time the embargo was imposed. The Americans, he says, “were on the
point of intervening in the Battle of the Atlantic, but could not fight two wars
27
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at once. Somehow Japan must be boxed in and neutralized; East Asia must be
disconnected from the central problems of war and defense.”32
American policy toward Japan is thus interpreted essentially as one of
containment. The goal, it is argued, was to deter Japan from making further
advances, both toward the south and toward Russia.33 But knowing what the
basic story was, you wonder whether it really makes sense to interpret
American policy in those terms. The Americans, after all, were insisting that
Japan withdraw from China, which, to use the idiom of a later period, looks
more like rollback than containment. If the policy had been simply to deter
the Japanese from pursuing a policy of expansion, the U.S. government
would have had to make it clear to them that a continuation of their expansionist policy would lead to war with America. But if that had been American policy, U.S. officials would have also had to make it clear that if the
Japanese agreed to refrain from further expansion, the two countries could
live with each other as they had in the period before the embargo was imposed. The deterrent threat, after all, could carry weight only if the Japanese
understood that they could avoid war if they bowed to the threat. If war
would result even if they agreed to forgo further advances, what incentive
would they have to pursue a moderate policy?
Your goal at this point, in other words, is simply to try to figure out what a
policy of containment and deterrence would have been in this context. If the
United States had threatened to impose sanctions if the Japanese continued
their advance, then the American would have been pursuing a strategy of deterrence. If the Americans had embargoed oil shipments temporarily and
then soon replaced the embargo with a licensing arrangement, then that too
could be thought of as a policy of deterrence: those measures would have suggested to Japan that a full embargo could be reimposed if it proceeded with its
expansionist policy. Even a strategy of maintaining the sanctions in full force,
pending an agreement with Japan in which that country agreed to forgo
further aggressive action, if not a deterrent strategy in the normal sense of
the term, could certainly be used to support a policy of containment.
Thus thinking plays a fundamental role in the analysis of the issue. When
you think through the issue in this way, key historical points are more likely
to register in your mind. You are more likely to see the importance of some of
the “dogs that didn’t bark”—of the fact, for example, that Japan was not
threatened with sanctions if (but only if) it continued its advance; of the fact
that the Americans decided explicitly not to warn the Japanese that sanctions would be imposed if they moved into southern Indochina; and of the
32
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fact that the sanctions were not lifted when the Japanese government made
it clear that it was willing to halt its advance (including a possible advance
north against the USSR) rather than face war with the United States.34 The
significance of a couple of other key facts—the fact that the oil embargo
came as a surprise to most Japanese leaders and the fact that the Japanese
were told that they might not be able to avoid war simply by refraining from
further acts of expansion, because actions “already undertaken” might well be
the problem—also becomes clearer when you see them in this context.35 In
that way, the story gets fleshed out in your mind and your understanding of
what was going on gradually deepens.
But the main thing to note here is the way thinking drives the research
process. Just by thinking through the problem, you come to see why conventional interpretations of U.S. policy cannot be accepted uncritically. The
thinking doesn’t give you the answers, but it does help bring the real historical problem into focus. The basic conclusion you reach here—that the
U.S. government had not opted for a simple strategy of containment and
deterrence—helps define the question and thus sets the stage for yet further
work: if the goal was not containment, if the aim was not to prevent further
Japanese advances, then what was it?
But what leads you to try to consider this problem in this way in the first
place? This kind of thinking could be triggered in various ways. You might,
for example, have noticed that some major writers seemed to be a little uncomfortable with the conventional characterization of American policy as a
policy of containment and deterrence. Heinrichs, for example, seemed to think
34
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that the Americans had not just opted for a simple strategy of deterrence.
The embargo, he says, “was a deterrent, or, if stringently applied, powerfully
coercive,” and he makes it clear that it was applied very stringently indeed.36
Or perhaps you were trying to figure out what to make of one of the key arguments found in the Heinrichs book, the claim that in opting for a “hard
policy” toward Japan, Roosevelt was trying to head off a Japanese attack on
the Soviet Union.37 If Roosevelt’s primary goal was to “keep Japan off Russia’s
back,” couldn’t he, you wonder, have just threatened to take measures that
would lead to war if Japan moved north? Couldn’t he have tried to reach a
deal with Japan that included a Japanese promise not to attack the USSR—
a deal secured by the threat that an embargo would be imposed if Japan
reneged on that promise, a promise, in fact, which Japan seemed ready to
make to avoid war with America?38 Wouldn’t the Japanese be more likely to
do what America (supposedly) wanted—that is, remain at peace with Russia,
while also avoiding war with the United States—if the price of compliance
were relatively low than if Japan were being pushed to the wall on the China
issue? The Americans might have wanted to contain Japan in the north as
well as in the south. But if that was basically all that Roosevelt wanted in this
area, did he really need to run a serious risk of a Pacific war?
Or you might have been sensitized to these basic questions about U.S. policy in 1941 by some exposure to deterrence theory, especially to the works of
Bernard Brodie and Thomas Schelling. You might have absorbed from that
literature the idea that in policies that depend on threat making, the fears
and expectations that are generated are far more important than the actions
actually taken—that the actions, no matter how harsh, have no coercive or
deterrent value, except insofar as they shape expectations about what might
happen in the future. The two atomic bombs that were dropped on Japan, for
example, did not in themselves, Brodie pointed out, have a coercive effect.
What led the Japanese to surrender, in his view, was the “threat of more to
come”—the threat posed by the “nonexistent additional bombs which the
Japanese didn’t know we didn’t have.”39 Brodie’s basic insight here was of
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fundamental importance, and it bears directly on the question of what a policy of deterrence would have been in 1941. In principle, of course, you can
try to think the issue through on your own, simply by asking yourself what
terms like “containment” and “deterrence” actually mean. But it really helps
to have a prepared mind, a mind attuned to this sort of problem by exposure
to the relevant body of theory.
Suppose then that in thinking through the problem of how American policy toward Japan in 1941 is to be interpreted you come to the conclusion that
whatever it was, it was not a policy of containment and deterrence. You have
cleared away a bit of the underbrush, and the central issue has been brought
into focus: if the aim was not just containment, what then was the U.S. government trying to do? You note again that the effect of American policy was
to put the United States on a collision course with Japan, but you also note
that practically every serious scholar who has studied the subject thinks President Roosevelt and his top advisers wanted to avoid war with that country.
That simple juxtaposition brings the problem into even sharper focus: how
are these two points to be reconciled? How could such a policy have been
pursued if the goal was to avoid war in the Pacific?
That question serves as a kind of searchlight. It points you in a certain
direction. It tells you what to look for when you go back and read the main
historical texts on the subject. How exactly do their authors deal with the
problem? With that question in mind, you notice that the answers fall into
two categories. Some scholars argue that Roosevelt did not understand the
implications of the embargo. The claim is that he did not think the embargo
would lead to war, because no matter how severe the economic sanctions
were, the Japanese would not dare to attack the western powers. Other scholars, however, make a very different sort of argument. In their view, the political leadership had lost control of policy. The embargo, they say, was imposed
without Roosevelt’s knowledge or consent, and that by the time he found out
what was going on, it was too late to do anything about it.
Both of these arguments purport to explain how the U.S. government
could have adopted a policy that led directly to a war Roosevelt very much
wanted to avoid. But when you think about how these arguments relate to
each other, it gradually dawns on you that those are the only two possible explanations. For suppose Roosevelt had in fact been calling the shots from July
1941 on. Given that the embargo had in effect put the United States on a
collision course with Japan, how then could you defend the idea that the
president wanted to avoid war with Japan? In one and only one way: you’d
have to argue that Roosevelt had miscalculated. You’d have to make the case
that the president just did not understand what effect the embargo would
have. For if Roosevelt had understood that the embargo would put the
United States on a collision course with Japan, and if he had been in effective
control of policy, then U.S. policy toward Japan in late 1941 would have to
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be seen as deliberate. You’d have to conclude, in that case, that the American
political leadership had opted for a policy that led directly to war with Japan
knowing full well what it was doing. So to deny that U.S. policy is to be understood in such terms, you therefore have to argue either that the president
did not understand the implications of his actions or that he was not in effective control of his own government. Both of these claims could then be examined in the light of the evidence. If both were rejected, the implications
would be far-reaching. What that would mean is that the American government had deliberately adopted a policy which its leaders knew might well
lead to a U.S.-Japanese war.40
You thus come to have a sense for the architecture of this particular historical problem. You come to see how you can reach conclusions on important
historical issues by breaking them down into problems that are more concrete
and thus more studiable. But you develop that sense not by trying to work out
the structure of the problem entirely on your own. Instead, you try to understand how specific claims that you see historians making relate both to each
other and to the larger historical issue at hand. Getting a sense for the architecture of a problem is of fundamental importance, but in practice developing
that sense is generally more a “bottom-up” than a “top-down” process.
When you have broken a major historical problem down into its component parts, you are in a position to study those specific issues one by one. In
this case, you can begin with the claim that the U.S. political leadership did
not understand the implications of the embargo and, in particular, that it did
not believe it would lead to a U.S.-Japanese war. The president, one scholar
writes, “was convinced that Japan would not fight the United States and the
British empire simultaneously. This judgment was fundamental to his decisions after July 1941.”41 “The United States government,” another scholar
says, “did not believe that the Japanese reaction to the freezing order against
their trade would go as far as an attack on British or Dutch possessions.”42
You understand the importance of those claims—that is, how they relate to a
more general historical problem—but you now have to zero in on the question of whether they are in fact correct.
What, you thus wonder, did the U.S. political leadership think the effect
of the embargo would actually be? That question again tells you what to
40
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search for and which passages to focus on. And it turns out, perhaps to
your surprise, that Roosevelt and his closest advisers understood that an oil
embargo would in all probability lead to a Japanese attack on the Indies and
thus to war. As the president himself said, an embargo “would simply drive
the Japanese down to the Dutch East Indies, and it would mean war in
the Pacific.”43 In 1940 and 1941, he repeatedly made the point that an embargo would lead to a Japanese attack on the Indies, both in public and in
private.44 And by late 1941 it had become increasingly clear that an attack
on the Indies would mean war with the United States. By that point, top
U.S. officials had come to the conclusion that tough economic sanctions
would, as Welles put it on July 9, “provoke Japan to war” with America “before long.”45
Roosevelt thus knew that an oil embargo would probably lead to war with
Japan. If, as is generally assumed, his goal was to avoid war with that country,
why then did the United States pursue the embargo policy? Given the way
your thinking has developed so far, you understand that there can now be
only one answer to that question. The argument has to be that Roosevelt had
lost control of policy, and in fact a number of scholars argue that this was in
fact the case. Jonathan Utley’s Going to War with Japan, for example, develops
this sort of argument, and you note that various other scholars either explicitly endorse Utley’s argument or themselves argue along similar lines.46 The
Utley argument is thus worth analyzing closely.
43
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Utley’s goal is to “explain why a nation that never wanted to fight Japan
ended up doing so.”47 Even during the fall of 1941, he says, no one “wanted
war with Japan,” but war broke out because the bureaucracy could not be
kept in line.48 Neither Secretary of State Cordell Hull nor President Roosevelt,
he writes, “managed to maintain control over the constantly growing and
increasingly complex foreign policy bureaucracy. By losing control over the
execution of policy, they lost control over the direction the nation moved.”49
The actions actually taken did not necessarily reflect “high-level policy decision”; effective policy was the result of what the bureaucrats did. “Rather
than a smoothly functioning, harmonious machine, the foreign policy establishment in the Roosevelt administration” was, in Utley’s view, “a snake pit
of influential leaders and faceless bureaucrats working at cross-purposes, striking deals, and not infrequently employing sleight of hand in order to move
the nation in the direction each thought most appropriate.”50
The oil embargo is by far the most important case in point. Roosevelt and
Hull, according to Utley, did not want a total halt to oil deliveries, but an
embargo was nonetheless engineered by midlevel officials—above all, by Assistant Secretary of State Dean Acheson—who had their own ideas “about
what should be done with Japan.”51 When Japan’s assets were frozen in late
July, the president’s idea was that the freeze would simply lay the basis for a licensing arrangement. The deliveries were to resume as licenses were issued.
But without anyone quite realizing what was going on, Acheson saw to it
that the funds the Japanese needed to pay for the oil were not released. In
that way, Utley writes, “the policy that was supposed to avoid provoking
Japan was transformed into full-scale economic warfare that led to the attack
four months later on Pearl Harbor.”52 It was only on September 4, he says,
that Hull discovered how complete the embargo was, “but by then it was too
late” to do anything about it: “To have reopened the flow of oil after a
month’s cut-off would have sent the wrong message to Tokyo and reinforced
the position of the Japanese hard-liners, who claimed that the United States
would give in.”53 Acheson had arrogantly “alter[ed] presidential orders” on
his own and had “got away with it.”54 The results were disastrous. America
went to war with Japan, not because of policy choices made by the nation’s
political leadership, but because irresponsible officials like Acheson had been
able to hijack the policy process and, in effect, to make policy on their own.
47
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If valid, these conclusions would be extraordinarily important for all kinds
of reasons. But can it really be, you wonder, that American policy in late
1941 was shaped in such a haphazard way? Could Roosevelt really have been
so out of touch with what was going on, given his understanding of what was
at stake? The president, after all, had earlier made it quite clear that he
considered this a very delicate area of policy, an area in which he intended to
exercise control.55 Why would he change his mind and suddenly become less
involved, now that the situation had become even more serious? And could
he possibly not have known until September that the Japanese were getting
no oil? Even if Acheson was not reporting what he was doing, given the seriousness of this business, wouldn’t Roosevelt have found out in some other
way—for example, through the Japanese diplomatic correspondence, which
the Americans had been able to intercept and decipher?
But even if he did not find out until September that his policy had been
subverted from within his own government, was it really too late at that
point to loosen the embargo and allow some oil shipments to resume? His attitude at the time Japanese assets had been frozen in late July was that licenses would be granted and the flow of oil would continue, but that policy,
he said, “might change any day and from there on we would refuse any and
all licenses.”56 His feeling at that point was that, rather than drawing “the
noose tight,” it was better “to slip the noose around Japan’s neck and give it a
jerk now and then.”57 To relax the embargo after six weeks would have been
in line with that policy: a temporary cutoff would have given the Japanese a
very strong “jerk” without actually driving them to war. And if for some reason Roosevelt in September felt unable to relax the sanctions—if he felt
trapped by the actions that officials like Acheson had taken, ignoring the
policy guidelines he had laid down—you would expect some evidence of
that. If Acheson had behaved that way, you would expect Roosevelt and Hull
to have been furious when they found out what he had done. These expectations are again a kind of searchlight. They help you focus in on evidence that
might help resolve the issue. But when you find nothing, that makes you
wonder about whether Roosevelt and Hull had really lost control of policy
and about whether the embargo had been imposed contrary to their wishes.
The absence of evidence to that effect might make you wonder, but it is in
no sense conclusive. Indeed, all these musings are in no sense conclusive. But
they are important because they help you assess the inherent plausibility of
the Utley argument and thus give you a sense for how high the evidentiary
bar has to be. And this sort of thinking also gives you a sense for the specific
questions you would like the evidence to answer. It thus helps you figure out
55
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which issues, which passages, and even which bodies of source materials you
need to focus in on.
What in particular, you might wonder, does the evidence show about how
the political leadership really felt about a full embargo at that point? The
freezing of assets was originally supposed to lay the basis for a licensing system
that would allow the flow of oil to continue. That was the policy the president had decided upon in late July. But one of the basic points to emerge, as
you search for evidence bearing on this issue, is that the political leadership
was probably not nearly as committed to that policy in that period as the
standard accounts might lead you to believe. In early July, for example, U.S.
leaders were apparently thinking in terms of imposing a full embargo in the
event Japan moved into southern Indochina. The British ambassador reported Roosevelt’s attitude on July 18, a few days before Japanese forces
moved into that area: “President personally definitely contemplates a full embargo on all oil products.”58 A few days earlier, Welles had also made it clear
that he favored imposing a “complete economic embargo” on Japan, and
Welles, as many scholars point out, was very close to Roosevelt at this time.59
The idea that the president at this point was determined to avoid extreme action—the sort of action which, by his own account, “would mean war in the
Pacific”—is thus very much open to question.
Is that all that can be said, or can you get any evidence that bears directly
on the question of whether Acheson was making policy on his own? With
that very specific question in mind, you can go back and look specifically at
what scholars have to say on this subject. It turns out that Heinrichs, in his
account of this episode, gives the impression that Roosevelt was calling the
shots. He shows in particular that Acheson was taking orders from Welles.60
He in fact has a long footnote appended to the passage in which he discussed
the question which explicitly takes issue with the Utley argument. (This
footnote, buried in the back of the book, might well have escaped your attention, unless you were zeroing in on this subject.) In that footnote, Heinrichs
cites a number of documents showing that Acheson had been instructed to
grant no licenses for the next week or two—that is, until Roosevelt and
Welles had a chance to discuss this issue with Churchill and other British officials at the Atlantic Conference in early August. “Given the close association of Welles and Roosevelt, the fact that Welles was currently Acting Secretary of State, and the vital importance of the issue,” Heinrichs concludes,
“it seems inconceivable that Welles did not secure the president’s approval
for this course of action, or inaction.”61
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The reference to the meeting with Churchill, moreover, suggests that
British sources might shed some light on the issue. Some key British documents relating to the period have been published, others are readily available
on microfilm, and those document collections are so well organized that
highly targeted research in these records is very easy to do. When you go
through those sources, you learn that the British wanted to take a tough line
on the issue and were worried that the U.S. position might be softening.62
They wanted to make sure that “the economic measures [were] kept up and
screwed up.”63 On August 11, at the Atlantic Conference, Churchill brought
the issue up with Roosevelt. “It would be essential,” Churchill said, “to maintain the full pressure of economic measures which the U.S. Government had
already adopted in regard to Japan.” Roosevelt’s response was clear enough:
“The President declared that he had every intention of maintaining economic measures in full force.”64 Welles was even more explicit. His British
counterpart pressed him “on the subject of the application of the American
freezing orders against Japan.” Welles assured him “that the application was
very strict.” In the case of oil, Welles said, “no licenses were being granted
except for crude oil up to an amount corresponding with that exported in
1935. This quantity had already been reached and therefore no more crude
oil would be allowed except sufficient to take Japanese ships from American
ports home to Japan. No licenses were being given for the export of aviation
gasoline, ordinary gasoline or lubricating oil.”65 All this shows rather conclusively that the key decisions were being made by Roosevelt himself.
You’ve reached the point now where you can put two and two together.
Roosevelt knew what a total oil embargo would mean. He knew that an embargo would put America and Japan on a collision course. He nonetheless
opted to impose the embargo. That policy was his doing and had not been
engineered by midlevel officials like Acheson acting without his knowledge
or consent. Roosevelt had therefore deliberately opted for a policy which he
knew would in all probability lead to war with Japan.
This is an important conclusion but it does not solve the more basic problem
of explaining why the U.S. government pursued the policy it did. Quite the
reverse: the effect of the analysis was to rule out two candidate explanations,
62
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the idea that Roosevelt did not understand what he was doing and the
idea that he had lost control of policy making, but it does not in itself provide
any real answer to the fundamental question of how American policy toward
Japan in this period is to be interpreted. And the key issue here, it dawns on
you as you think about it, has to do with whether U.S. policy toward Japan is
to be understood basically in relatively narrow Asia-specific terms or is
instead to be viewed essentially in the broader context of America’s global
policy, and especially in the context of what was going on in Europe. Was
America just so fed up with Japan’s aggressive behavior that U.S. leaders had
essentially decided that the time had come to bring matters to a head with
that country and that what was going on in the rest of the world had relatively little to do with that decision? Or was the decision to pursue that
policy toward Japan to be understood in much broader global terms, as
related in some fundamental way to Roosevelt’s desire to take the United
States into the war with Germany?

The Japanese Window
How do you go about answering those questions about American policy toward Japan? To deepen your sense for what was going on in U.S.-Japanese relations, you obviously have to try to understand what Japanese policy was.
And indeed a study of Japanese policy is bound to throw some light on the
question of how American policy is to be interpreted. For if it turns out that
Japan was highly aggressive and determined to expand even if that meant war
with the United States, then you could reasonably argue that the particular
policy the U.S. government adopted scarcely mattered—that war between
Japan and America was virtually inevitable since the United States had
to draw the line somewhere. That view of Japanese policy thus goes hand
in hand with a relatively moderate view of American policy, the view that
Roosevelt’s basic goal throughout that period was “to check Japan without
going to war” and that America was simply trying to “find ways to hold off
Japan.”66 From that point of view, war came because Japan refused to be “held
off.” If, on the other hand, you conclude that the Japanese very much wanted
to avoid war with America in late 1941, and if in fact your study of Japanese
policy convinces you that the Japanese were ready to put an end to their policy of expansion in order to head off a war with the United States, then that
would lead you to view U.S. policy in a rather different light. All the key elements of the story are bound up with each other: to understand American
policy, you really need to understand what the Japanese were willing to agree
to at the time.
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How then is Japanese policy in late 1941 to be understood? That’s the issue
you now have to focus on, and you proceed as usual by looking at how major
authors flesh out their arguments— how they support them with specific
claims. Those claims, being narrow enough to be studiable, can then be examined. The analysis having been set up in this way, the conclusions you reach
on these specific issues are bound to have general implications—implications,
that is, that will throw some light on the fundamental question you are concerned with.
What specific claims then support the idea that Japan was determined “to
reach its goals even at the risk of war” with America? 67 That claim rests in
part on the interpretation of a specific historical event, the July 2 Imperial
Conference decision to expand toward the south, even if that meant war
with the United States.68 The assumption is that that decision can be taken
at face value, but that assumption can itself be examined in the light of the
evidence. Other specific claims are also testable. “In October 1941,” Richard
Overy writes, “the new Prime Minister, General Tojo, put Japanese demands
to the United States for a free hand in Asia. It was agreed in secret that if
America should refuse, which was likely, war would be started on 8 December.”69 One can look at the U.S. documents for that month (or actually the
part of that month after Tojo took over as prime minister) and see if such a
demand for a “free hand in Asia” was actually put to the Americans at that
time. Overy also says that “not even the more conciliatory Japanese leaders
were prepared at the time to consider forgoing any of the gains they had already made.”70 Other scholars claim that the Japanese government in November 1941 actually “wanted war” with America, and for that reason totally
rejected the idea of a return to the status quo ante—that is, to the situation
that had prevailed prior to the Japanese move into southern Indochina.71
Again, these assertions can be examined in the light of the evidence, especially the evidence (if any) those authors cite to support those specific claims.
The general view that Japan was willing to go to war with America rather
than abandon its expansionist program, you note, is often supported by a particular view of the role of the military in Japanese policy making. Control of
Japanese policy, it is often claimed, was in the hands of the army and navy.
Indeed, real power supposedly lay in the hands of “little-known general staff
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officers serving in the army and navy divisions of imperial headquarters.”72
The senior officers—the army and navy chiefs of staff and the war and navy
ministers—were allegedly the “robots of their subordinates.”73 Those staff officers, the argument runs, took a very aggressive line, and the policy they pursued made war with America inevitable.
None of this, of course, has to be taken on faith. You can always ask what
evidence supports such claims. But perhaps the key thing to note here is that
you would only raise that question in the first place if at least some of these
claims struck you as problematic for one reason or another. On the question
of the role of the staff officers, for example, you might question the claim that
the senior commanders were “robots of their subordinates.” It might be hard
to believe that as people rose in rank, they became less powerful. Indeed, it
might be hard to believe that in any organization, anywhere in the world,
things would work that way. Or in trying to learn about Japanese foreign policy before the war, you might have read James Crowley’s remarkable study of
Japanese policy making in 1937.74 What Crowley shows is that the army
general staff wanted to take a moderate line on the China question but was
outmaneuvered by the prime minister, Prince Konoye. It was Konoye who
played the key role in taking Japan into the war with China; the army was
not in effective control of policy at the time. That in itself might suggest that
the claim about the military controlling policy in 1941 is not to be accepted
uncritically.
You might feel, moreover, that the basic idea that Japan was intent on expansion regardless of consequence is simply hard to accept on very general
grounds. If you have spent any time studying international politics, you develop a certain sense for how things work, and in particular for the role of
power considerations in shaping policy. When you look at that view of an uncontainable and undeterrable Japan, part of you says, “it just can’t be, states
just don’t behave that way”—a reaction that shows that a certain theory of
international politics has come into play. Everyone knew that in terms of
mobilizable war potential, the United States was a vastly stronger country
than Japan. The figures for steel production, for example, were common
knowledge at the time. So why, you say to yourself, would a country like
72
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Japan, already bogged down in a war with China, insist on pursuing a policy
of expansion knowing full well that there was a very good chance that it
would lead directly to war with America? It’s hard to believe that the Japanese
government—or any government, for that matter—would behave that way,
no matter what a series of distinguished scholars say. Of course, you are
not certain on those general grounds that that view of an uncontainable
Japan is wrong. There is no guarantee that countries will behave rationally.
But your sense for how international politics works makes you reluctant to
accept that argument on faith. You’re puzzled, and you know you can resolve
the puzzle only by looking at the empirical evidence—the evidence that
bears directly on the specific claims about Japan that people make, claims
that support that general view of an uncontainable and undeterrable Japan.
You have, in other words, found a loose thread in the fabric of received interpretation, and it is a certain theoretical perspective that enabled you to find
it. Maybe if you pull on it, that whole fabric will begin to unravel, and you
might be able to replace it with a rather different understanding of what was
going on.
Your approach to this whole set of problems is also affected by the fact
(which you soon note as you get into the subject) that not everyone who has
written on the topic accepts the view that Japan was uncontainable in 1941.
What this means is that you are not just pitting your own general theoretical
sense for how things work against the view that everyone with an empirical
grasp of the subject has reached. If that were the case, it would be hard to
avoid feeling a little intimidated by the historiographical consensus. But
when serious commentators are divided, you feel less intimidated by the
weight of authority and more able to proceed by weighing arguments against
each other.
It turns out that two of the writers who rejected the idea of an uncontainable Japan (and thus of an inevitable war) were the American and British
ambassadors to Japan before the war, Joseph Grew and Sir Robert Craigie.
Given the positions they held, each was in a position to comment knowledgeably on what had happened, and both men were quite critical of the
policies their own governments had pursued toward Japan before Pearl
Harbor. And you note that their general arguments turned on claims about
specific episodes.
Grew focused on the U.S. government’s handling of the Japanese proposal
for a meeting between President Roosevelt and Prime Minister Konoye.
When the embargo was imposed, Konoye, according to Grew, “for the first
time began to see the handwriting on the wall.” He understood his country
“was heading for disaster.” Konoye had been largely responsible for the position Japan now found itself in, Grew wrote, “but he was the only Japanese
statesman capable of reversing the engine, and this, prompted by dire necessity, he did his best to accomplish.” His plan was to meet with Roosevelt on
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American territory. He made it clear to Grew that “he was prepared at that
meeting to accept the American terms whatever they might be.”75 Japan, it
seemed, was even willing to withdraw from China.76 Grew was convinced
that Konoye meant what he said, that he was prepared to follow through
with this policy, and that with the emperor’s support would be able to get the
agreement with Roosevelt accepted at home.77 For a prime minister of Japan,
Grew wrote, “to offer to come, hat-in-hand so to speak, to meet with the
President of the United States on American soil seemed to us in the Embassy
a gauge of the determination of the then Japanese Government to undo the
vast harm already accomplished in alienating our powerful and progressively
angry country,” and indeed the proposal for a meeting seemed pointless “unless the Japanese Government were ready to make far-reaching concessions.”78 The problem, according to Grew, was the “uncompromising attitude
of our Government.” “So far as we in the Embassy could perceive,” he wrote,
“the policy of the Administration during this critical time was almost completely inflexible.”79 The State Department showed little interest in the
Konoye proposal and the plan for a leaders’ conference eventually collapsed.
Grew’s conclusion was that a chance for peace—indeed, for a settlement on
American terms—had tragically been allowed to slip away.
Craigie’s account focused on a different episode, but his bottom line was
much the same.80 Like Grew, Craigie emphasized the shock effect of the
economic sanctions imposed in late July: “The very effectiveness of these
economic measures imposed on Japan a time-limit within which she must
75
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decide either for or against war with the United States. The issue for Japan
was no longer how far southwards in Eastern Asia she could expand without
provoking America to war, but by what means—whether by negotiation or
by war—she could remove an economic stranglehold which was rapidly becoming intolerable.”81 Japan, he argued, was willing to go quite far to achieve
that goal. The key thing here, for Craigie, was the Japanese proposal of November 20, 1941, for a “modus vivendi.” In exchange for a resumption of oil
deliveries, the Japanese actually offered to withdraw from southern Indochina.
The basic goal, Craigie thought, was the “virtual restoration of the status quo
ante”: the aim, that is, was to turn back the clock and return to the situation
that had existed prior to the Japanese move into southern Indochina in late
July.82 To be sure, the Japanese plan also seemed to call on America to suspend aid to China, but Craigie did not think this was as great a real stumbling block as it appeared to be. “According to my information at the time,”
he later wrote, it was “doubtful” that the Japanese would have insisted on this
condition if the Americans had accepted the rest of the plan.83 The modus
vivendi proposal, in his view, was of fundamental importance.84 The western
powers’ failure to respond positively to that proposal, he argued, had led to a
war that certainly could have been postponed and quite possibly could have
been avoided entirely.85
It is also important to note that diplomats like Grew and Craigie are not
the only ones to argue along these lines. Some very able scholars took much
the same view. Paul Schroeder’s The Axis Alliance and Japanese-American Relations, 1941 endorses Grew’s basic point of view and essentially shares
Craigie’s assessment of the modus vivendi proposal.86 The Japanese, Schroeder
writes, were “realistic about their position throughout; they did not suddenly
go insane. The attack [on Pearl Harbor] was an act of desperation, not madness. Japan fought only when she had her back to the wall as a result of
America’s diplomatic and economic offensive.”87 Prior to the embargo, according to Schroeder, America’s goal had been basically defensive, but after
July U.S. policy shifted. The Americans were no longer interested in simply
“holding the line against Japanese advances and of inducing Japan to draw
away from an alliance [with Germany] which the United States considered
menacing.” “The chief objective of American policy now,” he argued, “was to
81
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push Japan back, to compel her to withdraw from her conquests.”88 The original goals—the containment of Japan and the breaking of Japan’s alliance
with Germany—were both reasonable and attainable. But with both goals
within reach, the Americans shifted course and focused now on a third goal,
the liberation of China. The result, he concluded, was “an unnecessary and
avoidable war.”89
The fact that serious writers differ among themselves on this key issue—the
question of how containable Japan was and how avoidable war was—simply
underscores the point that to get to the bottom of the question, you have to
look in a very targeted way at the empirical evidence. These writers differ
among themselves not just on basic issues; they also interpret specific episodes
differently, and those specific interpretations play a key role in supporting their
larger arguments. Those are the issues you therefore want to focus on. It is
worth emphasizing yet again that the specific claims you find in the literature,
claims that play a key role in supporting larger arguments, determine what to
focus on when you go through works that contain empirical evidence on the
subject. If the modus vivendi affair is of central importance, you zero in on
what various writers have had to say on that issue, noting in particular the evidence they give to support their claims. The same point applies to claims about
the “irreversibility” of the July 2 decision, or about the Konoye proposal for a
leaders’ conference, or about the role of the military in Japan in late 1941.
But where do you find the evidence? All the books you read present some
empirical evidence, but to answer the questions you have in mind, you would
like to find some books that are loaded with detail, replete with references to,
and quotations from, the original sources, something equivalent to Luigi
Albertini’s extraordinary account of the immediate origins of the First World
War.90 Unfortunately, nothing of the sort exists, but it turns out that there is
one English-language book that makes ample use of Japanese sources: Tsunoda
Jun’s The Final Confrontation.91
So a number of questions have taken shape in your mind as a result of your
reading so far of the historical literature in this area. What emerges when you
look at the evidence presented in works like the Tsunoda book with those
questions in mind? It quickly becomes clear that the idea that the armed
services were a unified bloc, intent on expansion even if it meant war with
88
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the United States, does not hold up in the light of the evidence. To be sure,
certain officers were quite warlike, but given what you had been led to believe about the Japanese military, evidence that points in the opposite direction is most striking. Many leading admirals, for example, knew that Japan
had little chance of winning such a war. Practically everyone who studies the
subject knows that Admiral Yamamoto, commander in chief of the Combined Fleet, thought that a war with America would end in the defeat of
Japan: “[I]n the end, we shall not be able to stand up to them.”92 This, however, is often treated as an isolated case. But as Yamamoto himself pointed
out, four other fleet commanders shared his view, and Admiral Inouye, chief
of naval aviation, was also quite pessimistic.93 On October 5, naval operations division chief Fukudome made what Tsunoda calls a “statement of great
importance”: at a meeting of army and navy bureau and division chiefs, he
announced that he had “no confidence” in the outcome of naval operations.94 This is of particular interest because Fukudome was identified as one
of a handful of key staff officers who were supposedly calling the shots in
Japanese military circles before the war.95 Naval affairs bureau chief Oka, another key staff officer, and navy minister Oikawa, took the same general
view.96 On October 7, Oikawa told War Minister Tojo directly: “I am not
confident.” But Oikawa was unwilling to take that position officially. It was
“not possible,” he said, “for the navy to state clearly and openly that we are
opposed to this war from a navy standpoint.”97
The army, however, understood well enough how those top naval officers
felt. Could war, it wondered, still be contemplated if the navy was in no position to fight such a war successfully? Wouldn’t the whole issue of the southern advance and of war with the United States have to be reconsidered? As
one high official explained on October 17, “even the army fully understands
that it is impossible for Japan to plunge into a war with the United States
without genuine resolve on the part of the navy.”98 General Tojo, the war
92
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minister, agreed with that official’s view that “so long as the navy is not confident and determined, the utmost caution must be taken before plunging into
a great war that will put the nation’s destiny on the line.”99 The army made it
clear in fact that all the navy had to do was to say explicitly that it was in no
position to take on the United States. If it did, the army would go along with
that no-war policy, and the threat of discontent from within the army would
not prevent the army leadership from doing so. The army’s view, as expressed
by another key staff officer, Muto, was straightforward: “If the navy is loath to
go to war, then I want them to say that clearly, straight from their own
mouths. If they do that, we will put a stop to the pro-war arguments in the
army.”100 Oka was told bluntly: “If the navy says ‘no can do,’ we will get the
army under control one way or the other.”101 The army understood how the
navy felt and was frustrated that it could not get a straight answer: “Oikawa
doesn’t say he isn’t confident,” Tojo told army chief of staff Sugiyama on October 14, “but he seems to talk that way. The matter can’t be decided because
he won’t speak plainly. If the navy can’t come out in favor of war, then we
must think of a different way of proceeding based on that.”102 And it seems
quite clear from Tsunoda’s evidence that the army leadership really wanted
the navy to come out and take a clear stand against war. Muto told chief cabinet secretary Tomita, a key intermediary in this affair, that he wanted the
navy to say openly that the official policy had to be abandoned and war had
to be avoided:
It looks like the navy really hasn’t made up its mind. If the navy really doesn’t want
war, then the army will have to reconsider. But the navy does not outwardly oppose
war and tells the army that it’s up to the prime minister. I can’t get things under
control in the army merely by saying that it’s for the prime minister to decide, but
if the navy came out and told the army formally that it doesn’t want war, then I
can get the army under control. Can’t you get the navy to come out and say this
for me?103

These were hardly the words of a fire-breathing staff officer.
Muto, and General Tojo himself, were willing to take that line in part because they, like everyone else, knew how strong the United States was in
terms of war-making potential.104 But another part of the reason was that
they were deeply loyal to the emperor, and it was evident the emperor
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wanted to avoid war.105 After an extraordinary imperial conference at which
the emperor made his feelings clear, Muto exclaimed to a member of the Military Affairs Bureau, “War is absolutely out of the question! Listen up now.
His Majesty told us to reach a diplomatic settlement on this, no matter what
it takes. We’ve got to go with diplomacy.”106 Tojo was also prepared to follow
the emperor’s lead on this issue. Colonel Ishii, a member of the army general
staff, “received a communication on 16 October from the throne to the army
minister saying they should drop the idea of stationing troops in China and
that an imperial command (to form a cabinet) was conceivable. Ishii quickly
wrote a reply justifying the necessity of stationing troops in China and gave it
to Tojo for his audience with the emperor on the afternoon of 17 October.
Whereupon Tojo told Ishii: ‘If the emperor said it should be so, then that’s it
for me. One cannot recite arguments to the emperor. You may keep your
finely-phrased memorandum.’”107
So it’s a mistake to argue that the military was intent on war regardless of
consequence. The real feeling of army leaders like Tojo was that Japan found
itself in a very difficult and painful situation. On the one hand, it was obvious
that the United States was a much stronger country than Japan, and that in a
long war Japan would simply not be able to stand up to America. On the
other hand, the Americans were demanding that Japan give up its position in
China and withdraw its troops from that country. After all those years of sacrifice, could Japan really just capitulate to America in that way? Tojo in particular was torn between conflicting emotions: “We have lost 200,000 souls
in the China Incident, and I cannot bear to give it all up just like that. But
when I think of all the lives that will be further lost if there is a war between
Japan and the United States, we must even think about withdrawing troops.
That will be hard to decide.”108
What is extraordinary here was that capitulation on the China issue was
not out of the question, even for Tojo. If that was the view of the military leadership, what that implies is that the efforts of the political leadership to avoid
war with America are not to be written off with the argument that, whatever
their personal preferences, the political leaders would never be allowed by the
military to make serious concessions, or even to move away from the “irrevocable” July 2 decision to expand toward the south regardless of consequence.
Tsunoda, in fact, shows in some detail how after the oil embargo Prime Minister Konoye and Foreign Minister Toyoda “gutted” that decision in various
ways.109 You get the strong impression from the evidence he presents that they
were searching desperately for a way to avoid war with the United States.
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So you’ve done a certain amount of spadework, and you now have to deal
directly with Grew’s argument about Konoye’s plan for a leaders’ conference.
When you look at the evidence bearing on this affair, it really does seem that
Konoye was willing to go very far indeed. Grew, as I noted, had the distinct
impression that Konoye was prepared in the final analysis to accept America’s
terms, no matter what they were. This, he thought, was the whole point of
Konoye’s proposal to meet with President Roosevelt on American territory.
“Prince Konoye,” he wrote in an unsent letter to the president, “was pinning
all his faith on his proposed meeting with you in Alaska and he had told me
with unquestionable sincerity that he was prepared at that meeting to accept
the American terms whatever they might be.”110 Japan was even prepared to
withdraw practically its entire army from China. Konoye had given him an
“unqualified assurance” that “he would and could bring his country to meet
whatever requirements” Roosevelt “might lay down at the proposed meeting
with him.”111
The issue is important, so you look for more evidence. One source that
turns up when you search for works by people who might have had some direct knowledge of the affair is the transcript of an oral history interview with
Eugene Dooman, the American chargé in Tokyo at the time.112 Dooman gives
basically the same account as Grew and adds some additional details. Konoye
told him directly, he reports, that “as soon as I reach an agreement with the
President I will report immediately to the emperor and it will be the emperor
who will command the army to suspend hostilities.”113 That view of what
Konoye intended is supported by other accounts given after the war by Admiral Toyoda, the foreign minister in 1941; by Tomita Kenji, chief cabinet secretary at the time; by an account of what Konoye told one of his intimates,
Izawa Takio; and by other evidence you come across in your work.114
But what about the arguments on the other side? The leaders’ meeting was
never held, mainly because the U.S. State Department reacted coolly to the
idea, but most scholars believe that even if the two leaders had met, things
would not have worked out very differently. Herbert Feis, for example, insisted that the written documents that became available after the war did not
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support the view that “a real chance of maintaining peace in the Pacific” had
been missed. Those documents, he thinks, showed what Japanese policy
really was. They showed that the Japanese were simply not prepared to go far
enough to satisfy the Americans, especially on the China issue. Konoye, he
writes, was a “prisoner, willing or unwilling, of the terms precisely prescribed
in conferences over which he presided.” He was bound by the formal policy
documents that had been agreed upon, documents in which Japan’s minimum demands had been spelled out. He could not go further even if he had
wanted to; the military services would see to that.115
That claim, however, has to be weighed against Grew’s response. Those
documents, Grew argues, are not to be taken at face value. They have to be
interpreted in the light of the fact that Konoye needed to “get the leaders of
the armed forces to play along,” that there was no way that he was going to
reveal to them how far he was prepared to go, and that his plan was to present
them with something like a fait accompli. 116 Dooman, basing his conclusions
in part on a long conversation he had in 1953 with Ushiba Tomohiko, a close
personal friend of Konoye’s and his private secretary, agrees with that interpretation. “I think it is quite clear,” he said, “that what Konoye had in mind
was actually a double-crossing of the army and navy.”117
How do you go about getting to the bottom of this issue? You break the
question down into its component parts. First of all, there’s the issue of
whether the documents show that Konoye was bound by conditions others
had imposed and would therefore not have been able to go very far in his
dealings with Roosevelt. What’s to be made of the Feis argument on this
point? It’s really not very strong. There’s no reason to assume that a document has to be taken at face value. The existence of certain written documents does not in itself discredit Grew’s argument. Indeed, the whole premise
of his argument was that Konoye intended to outmaneuver those who were
opposed to what he was trying to do; with a strategy of that sort, written
documents need not be taken as sacrosanct. On the issue of whether Konoye
intended to go as far as he had to to avoid war, the preponderance of the
evidence seems to support Grew’s argument. It is hard, for example, as Grew
argued, to understand why Konoye was prepared to press so hard for a leaders’
conference unless he was prepared “to make far-reaching concessions.”118
Given the obvious fact, moreover, that war with America would be an extraordinarily risky undertaking, it is not hard to believe that Konoye, who felt
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personally responsible for the desperate situation his country was now in,
would want to take unprecedented and extreme action.
And then there’s the question of whether Konoye could have pulled it off.
Suppose he had met with Roosevelt, had made whatever concessions were
needed to head off war, and then had tried to present his country with a fait
accompli. Would the military authorities have allowed him to accept the
American terms, no matter what they were?119 Suppose the Americans had
insisted on a complete withdrawal from China. Would the army have agreed
to that, even if Konoye had gotten the emperor to issue the necessary orders?
Konoye, it seems, thought there was a good chance he could succeed, and he
was obviously in a good position to assess political realities in Japan. Other
well-placed Japanese observers also thought he could have carried the country with him.120 But perhaps the most important body of material bearing on
the question is the evidence Tsunoda gives on the attitude of the military establishment. If you reach the conclusion that many top military and naval officers were not eager for war and in fact were looking hard for a way out, then
that suggests that Konoye would not have been overthrown by the military if
he had reached an agreement with Roosevelt, above all if, as seems very
likely, that agreement had been endorsed by the emperor.
But if the goal in looking at the Japanese side of the story is to learn a bit
more about American policy, it’s not really necessary to answer such questions. The real issue is not whether the Japanese would have agreed to withdraw from China as the Americans demanded, but rather simply whether
Japan could have been contained—that is, whether it could be kept from
continuing its advance to the south (and kept also from attacking the USSR
in the north). And the story of the leaders’ conference is of interest not just
because of the light it sheds on the question of whether Japan could have
been made to withdraw from China, but even more because of what it tells us
about whether Japan could have been contained or whether a U.S.-Japanese
war was unavoidable. On that question, the implications of this story are
quite clear. If key Japanese leaders were surprisingly open to the idea of accommodating the United States even on the China issue, and if even some of
119
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Japan’s top military leaders did not rule out the idea of doing whatever was
necessary to avoid war with America, then certainly Japan would have agreed
to a much more palatable U.S. demand that it simply forgo further expansion
as the price of peace.
That same question (of whether the Pacific War was avoidable) also lies at
the heart of your analysis of the second key issue, the question of whether a
modus vivendi could have been reached in the weeks before Pearl Harbor.
The Konoye government fell after the collapse of the plan for a leader’s conference and was replaced in October by a new government headed by General Tojo. The new foreign minister, Togo Shigemori, wanted to see if an
agreement could be worked out essentially on the basis of a return to the status quo ante—that is, to the situation that had existed prior to the Japanese
move into southern Indochina in July. Japan would withdraw its troops from
that area and the flow of oil would resume.121 A plan outlining an arrangement of this sort was presented to the Americans in November. At the insistence of the army high command, a provision had been included in that plan
calling on the United States not to “engage in such actions as may hinder efforts toward peace by Japan and China.” The plan was not Japan’s final word;
Togo, with Tojo’s support, was prepared to make further concessions in order
“to bring the negotiations to a successful conclusion.”122
People like Craigie thought that something along those lines could, and
indeed should, have been worked out. Those in the west who opposed it said
it would have constituted “appeasement.” The provision about China was interpreted as a demand that military assistance to that country be ended, and
this neither America nor Britain could accept. For that reason, it is often argued, this proposal had no chance of leading to an agreement that would
have headed off the war.
The issue is important because it reveals how far each side was willing to
go to avoid war and is thus worth examining closely. And when you look at
how it’s dealt with in the literature, it becomes clear that the two sides were
not nearly as far apart on the China issue as they were later made to seem.123
The Japanese explained what they had in mind by the provision about China
soon after the plan had been presented to the Americans. Togo, in a meeting
with Grew, alluded to President Roosevelt’s idea that the United States might
serve as an “introducer” between Japan and China. After being “introduced,”
the two countries would enter into an armistice and begin peace negotiations.
At that point the U.S. government would suspend military aid deliveries to
121
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Chiang Kai-shek.124 As some scholars point out, the State Department at this
time was also considering a plan of this sort.125 The two sides, as Heinrichs
says, had moved “within negotiating range of each other.”126 But the Americans in the final analysis were not interested in working out this kind of an
arrangement. Japan was clearly willing to be contained. Indeed, Japan was
willing to withdraw from territory it had occupied as part of the southern advance. But with a settlement on that basis within reach, the Americans decided that it was just not good enough.

Explaining U.S. Policy: The Indirect Approach
In exploring the Japanese side of the question, you are once again struck by
the central problem. If Japan was not “uncontainable” or “undeterrable,”
then maybe war came because the U.S. government was insisting on something more than containment. And in fact it seems quite clear that the
Americans were insisting that Japan capitulate on the China issue. But why
did they opt for such a policy? Until quite recently, they had been willing to
live with what Japan was doing in China. They certainly did not like what
the Japanese were doing there, but they were not prepared to go to war to
force them out of China. But their policy had shifted dramatically, and that
shift had taken place just as the situation with Germany was becoming very
serious indeed.
The whole story is quite puzzling. America certainly had a real interest in
East Asia. The United States, as Schroeder notes, had a major interest in
putting a stop to Japan’s southern advance and in weaning Japan away from
its alliance with Hitler. But both of those goals, as he argues, were attainable
without war. By late 1941, he writes, the United States had reached the point
“where the achievement of these two goals was within sight.” The puzzle is
that at that very moment, with the United States “on the verge of a major
diplomatic victory,” America “abandoned her original goals and concentrated on a third, the liberation of China”—a new goal that “rendered war
inevitable.” The United States, Schroeder concludes, thus “forfeited the
diplomatic victory which she had already virtually won.”127 And this is in
fact the nub of the problem. How is that American policy to be explained?
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Schroeder’s own answer was that the American government was a prisoner
of its own ideology. The adoption in July of a “new offensive policy” might
have led to war, he says, but that course of action was not really the product
of “the reasoned decision of policy makers.”128 American policy, he says, was
too inflexible, too moralistic. The Americans were just too unwilling to take
political realities into account. Secretary of State Hull played a particularly
destructive role. “His all-or-nothing attitude,” Schroeder says, “constituted
one of his major shortcomings as a diplomat.”129 And Roosevelt can be
blamed for “allowing Hull and others to talk him out of impulses and ideas
which, had he pursued them, might have averted the conflict.” But Hull and
Roosevelt were not the only ones responsible. Indeed, for Schroeder the
blame has to be borne essentially by the country as a whole. “The mistake
(assuming that it was a mistake),” he writes, “of a too hard and rigid policy
with Japan was, as has been pointed out, a mistake shared by the whole nation, with causes that were deeply organic. Behind it was not sinister design
or warlike intent, but a sincere and uncompromising adherence to moral
principles and liberal doctrines.”130
This is an important argument, and it echoes certain major themes in
American realist thought. George Kennan, in particular, in his very influential
American Diplomacy, argued eloquently along these lines.131 American policy
in the Cold War, or in Vietnam, is often interpreted in similar terms.132
Perhaps you’ve done some work in those areas and as a result have developed
a certain degree of skepticism about that kind of argument.133 If so, you might
be more inclined than you otherwise might be to take Schroeder’s general
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interpretation of U.S. policy as a product of the American ideology with a
grain of salt. But even if you were coming to the question without any general
views in this area, you still might feel that you needed to come to terms with
Schroeder’s general argument about the basic taproot of American policy in
1941. The fundamental issue here is obviously of central importance. Was
what Schroeder views as a mistaken approach to foreign policy so deeply embedded in American culture that U.S. leaders were simply incapable of thinking along different lines—incapable, that is, of thinking in realist terms?
One obvious way to explore that issue would be to see how these questions
were debated, if at all, within the government. How much of a consensus was
there? Did everyone take it for granted that policy had to be based on moral
principle? In that context, it would make sense to look first at the advice
Roosevelt was getting from his chief advisers—from Hull on the political
side, and from Army Chief of Staff Marshall and Chief of Naval Operations
Stark on the military side.
The case of Hull is of particular interest because the secretary of state is
often portrayed as the administration’s ideologue in chief. And yet Hull, you
notice, when you read the relevant texts and documents with this specific
issue in mind, was quite interested in reaching some kind of agreement with
Japan and even thought that an acceptance of the Japanese position in
Manchuria, a direct violation of American “principle,” might be part of such
an agreement.134 In late 1941 Hull also thought it had been a mistake to reject the Konoye proposal for a leaders’ conference and said he did not want to
make that same kind of mistake a second time.135 He was therefore quite serious about exploring the possibility of a modus vivendi. He in fact wanted to
ignore Chinese and British objections and move ahead with the negotiations.
When Roosevelt overruled him, Hull was livid. He really wanted to try to
avoid war, and “taking a firm stand on principle” was not his preferred course
of action.136
The advice Roosevelt was getting from America’s top military officers also
pointed toward a moderate policy toward Japan. The story of American
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strategic thinking in the year or so before Pearl Harbor, beginning with
Admiral Stark’s “Plan Dog” memorandum of November 12, 1940, and climaxing in the Joint Board’s “Victory Program” of September 11, 1941, is of
quite exceptional interest, and Mark Stoler gives a superb account in his
book on U.S. grand strategy during the Second World War.137 The information he gives is intriguing enough to make you want to look up the key documents and read them yourself. It is well known, of course, that the basic conclusion the strategists reached was that, in the event of war, the United
States would be well advised to adopt a “Europe-first” strategy. But what was
really important here for our present purposes is not that particular conclusion but the sort of thinking you find in those documents—the line of argument about what even prewar U.S. policy had to be.
The strategists’ basic premise, and this was very much in line with
Roosevelt’s own thinking, was that the U.S. government could no longer afford to think in purely continental or even hemispheric terms. The United
States, it was assumed, would not be secure if Britain collapsed and all of
Europe fell under German control. A German superpower, the argument ran,
in command of the resources of the entire continent of Europe, and no longer
blocked by British naval power, would threaten the security of the Western
Hemisphere. “A very strong pillar of the defense structure of the Americas,”
Stark wrote, “has, for many years, been the balance of power existing in
Europe. The collapse of Great Britain or the destruction or surrender of the
British Fleet will destroy this balance and will free European military power
for possible encroachment in this hemisphere.”138 To be sure, a Germany triumphant in Europe might not want to go to war with America right away.
After having conquered all of Europe, according to the authors of the Victory
Program, Nazi Germany “might then wish to establish peace with the United
States for several years, for the purpose of organizing her gains, restoring her
economic situation, and increasing her military establishment.” But in doing
those things, the Germans would be preparing for “the eventual conquest of
South America and the military defeat of the United States.”139 The whole
analysis was framed in geopolitical terms. Indeed, this whole way of thinking
was based very explicitly on a balance of power approach to the problem. A
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major U.S. objective, according to the Victory Program, was the “eventual
establishment in Europe and Asia of balances of power”; and Stark wrote that
“a balance of power in the Far East is to our interest as much as is a balance of
power in Europe.”140
What all this implied to those military leaders was that the United States
had to intervene in the war against Germany. Japan, being a lesser threat,
could best be dealt with in a different way, so that American efforts could be
focused on the German problem. Some officers involved in these discussions
took the argument even further, and said (after Germany attacked the Soviet
Union in June 1941) that America had to intervene not just to stop Germany,
but to prevent any single power from dominating Eurasia. “Germany and
Russia are fighting for world domination,” one of them wrote, and “which
ever wins will be a long way on the road to domination.” That in turn would
pose a grave threat to America: “if any one power dominates Asia, Europe and
Africa, our country will ultimately become a second class power even if we gain
South America and the whole of North America.”141 It was on the basis of this
kind of thinking, which Roosevelt largely shared, that even officers of an isolationist bent (as Stoler points out) were coming to view U.S. intervention
in the war against Germany as essential.142
An even more important point was that the United States would not just
have to intervene massively—even if (and the logic of the argument would
imply especially if) Britain were “completely defeated”143—but that America
would have to intervene relatively quickly. The authors of the Victory Program were very worried that Germany would defeat the USSR, occupy much
of that country, destroy the basis of remaining Soviet power through air attack on areas it did not occupy, and then gradually mobilize the resources of
the areas under its control (in Russia and in the rest of Europe), thus building
up its military power to quite extraordinary levels. But it would take a while
before Germany’s conquests in the east would lead to a dramatic expansion of
German military power. According to the Victory Program, it would probably
take “a full year to bring order out of chaos in the conquered areas,” and
Germany would not be able to profit economically even from a total defeat of
Russia until mid-1943.144 That meant that for the United States, a vital window of opportunity was now open. For America to wait until the Germans
had their hands free in the east and had harnessed the resources of conquered
Europe to their war machine would make its job much more difficult. It
140
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therefore made sense to opt for “a rapidly accelerated all-out effort with a
view to conducting decisive, offensive operations against the enemy before
he can liquidate or recoup from his struggle with Russia”; this was the only alternative to a “long drawn-out war of attrition.”145 “Time is of the essence,”
the authors of that key strategy document argued, and “the longer we delay
effective offensive operations against the Axis, the more difficult will become
the attainment of victory.” “It is mandatory,” they wrote, “that we reach an
early appreciation of our stupendous task, and gain the whole-hearted support
of the entire country in the production of trained men, ships, munitions, and
ample reserves. Otherwise, we will be confronted in the not distant future by
a Germany strongly intrenched economically, supported by newly acquired
sources of vital supplies and industries, with her military forces operating on
interior lines, and in a position of hegemony in Europe which will be comparatively easy to defend and maintain.”146
U.S. military leaders thus took it for granted that the specter of a Germandominated Europe was the real threat that needed to be faced. The threat
posed by Japan was in their view of purely secondary importance. If Germany
were defeated, Japan would not pose much of a problem; indeed, following
the defeat of Germany, a triumphant America would probably be able to get
Japan to come to terms rather easily. (This, incidentally, was an argument
Grew and Craigie had also made to support their own relatively moderate
policy recommendations.)147 The implication was that the western powers
would be well advised to deal much more gently with Japan than with Germany. It was this kind of thinking that lay at the heart of the basic argument
of the Victory Program, a conclusion reflected in the one passage that was
underlined in the original document: “the principal strategic method employed
by the United States in the immediate future should be the material support of present military operations against Germany, and their reenforcement by active participation in the war by the United States, while holding Japan in check pending future
developments.”148 Admiral Stark, a year earlier, had also called for a “positive
effort to avoid war with Japan.”149 The basic concept of a balance of power in
Asia to his mind in fact implied that Japanese power did have an important
145
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role to play in the East Asian political equation.150 Again, Grew saw things
much the same way. “While we would undoubtedly win in the end,” he wrote
Roosevelt in September 1941, “I question whether it is in our own interest to
see an impoverished Japan reduced to the position of a third-rate Power.”151
Given that whole way of thinking, it is scarcely surprising that the military
authorities were opposed to the policy toward Japan the administration
adopted at the end of July 1941. As Welles pointed out in August, “in the
opinion of both the War and Navy Departments of the United States the
chief objective in the Pacific for the time being should be the avoidance of
war with Japan inasmuch as war between the United States and Japan at this
time would not only tie up the major portion of if not the entire American
fleet but would likewise create a very serious strain upon our military establishment and upon our productive activities at the very moment when these
should be concentrated upon the Atlantic.”152 The undeclared naval war
with Germany began the next month, and with the embargo the United
States at that time also seemed to be heading toward war with Japan. The
military leadership was deeply out of sympathy with that latter policy. “With
hostilities in progress and escalating in the Atlantic,” Stoler writes, “from a
military perspective the president and the State Department seemed to be insanely willing to provoke a second war in the Pacific.”153 In November, during the modus vivendi discussions, the military leaders pleaded for U.S. flexibility. One key army officer told Hull on November 21 that it was a matter of
“grave importance to the success of our war effort in Europe that we reach a
modus vivendi with Japan.”154 The top commanders, Marshall and Stark,
wanted to put off a war with Japan for at least a few months. As they told
Roosevelt at that point, “the most essential thing now is to gain time.”155
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So you can see how you can assess one fundamental and very influential
interpretation of American policy, the idea that policy makers were prisoners
of America’s liberal ideology, that they had to stand up for their moral beliefs,
and that they were incapable of conducting a policy based on realist principles. It turns out that the range of choices was much wider than you had been
led to believe, that key policy makers were perfectly capable of thinking in
balance of power terms, and indeed that strategic realities played such a fundamental role in shaping thinking that even officers of an isolationist bent
were drawn toward a strong interventionist policy.
But where does all this get us, in terms of the larger problem? The goal is to
understand American policy in late 1941. If Schroeder’s explanation does not
really stand up, how is U.S. policy toward Japan to be interpreted? After all,
there has to be some explanation for what the U.S. government was doing,
some reason why the U.S. government was not willing to settle for a policy of
containment. You weigh the possible explanations against each other, assessing them not just in terms of the direct evidence but also in terms of their
basic plausibility. Was Roosevelt, for example, simply fed up with Japanese
aggression? Was it for that reason that he opted for a hard line—that is, for a
policy that led directly to war? You assess the basic plausibility of that sort of
interpretation. At a time when Roosevelt was moving toward war with
Germany, would he have wanted a second war with Japan—a Japan willing
to accommodate to American power and forgo further expansion—simply
because he was fed up with that country? Someone with real political sense
would never behave in that way, and it is quite clear that Roosevelt had political sense. That interpretation is just not plausible. So by a process of elimination, you are pushed toward the conclusion that his policy toward Japan
has to be understood in the context of his policy toward the far more important problem of the European war.
It’s in that way that you go about getting a handle on the key historical
problem of explaining U.S. policy in late 1941. You make your own judgment
about whether the basic view laid out in documents like the Victory Program
made sense. Suppose you think it did, and suppose you think it was so compelling that Roosevelt could not possibly have dismissed it out of hand. The
president, after all, agreed that Germany was the main problem, and he
clearly wanted to take the United States into the European war. Why then
would he have wanted to fight a second war against Japan? Why didn’t he
limit America’s East Asia policy to a simple policy of containment? The military leaders had drawn the conclusion that America should do no more than
keep Japan in check. That conclusion followed logically from their basic
analysis of the geopolitical problem the United States faced. That argument
seems compelling, and Roosevelt shared many of the geopolitical premises on
which it was based. And yet he did not draw the same conclusion as the
military leaders. He did not, in the final analysis, opt for a policy of simply
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containing Japan. One has to assume, especially given the cogency of the argument that the military authorities were making, that that policy decision
could not have been made frivolously. Given the seriousness of these problems, Roosevelt would have had to think these matters through with great
care. So something must have come into play that for him tipped the balance
in the opposite direction, something that the military leaders had not taken
into account when drawing their own conclusions about what America’s
Japan policy should be. What then could that something actually be?
Is it out of the question that Roosevelt not only accepted the argument of
the Victory Program but took it one step further? Perhaps Roosevelt agreed
that America had to be brought into the war against Germany quickly, but
given public opinion at home and given Hitler’s unwillingness to opt for war
in response to what the U.S. Navy was doing in the Atlantic, he calculated
that the only way the United States could be brought in quickly enough was
by taking advantage of the situation with Japan? The very notion, of course,
that Roosevelt’s Japan policy was rooted in a desire to take the United States
into the European war through the “back door” is generally dismissed out of
hand by serious scholars, even by those historians who are quite critical of
U.S. behavior in the months before Pearl Harbor.156 It is tainted by its association with the absurd and baseless charge that Roosevelt had arranged things
so that the American forces at Pearl Harbor would be the victims of a Japanese surprise attack—that he did so in order to bring an angry, unified, and
vengeful nation into the war. But the baselessness of that particular claim
does not mean that the more general argument about Roosevelt possibly
using the East Asian situation as a way of bringing America into the European war is not worth taking seriously. Isn’t that possibility, you might think,
worth considering on its own terms?
But how do you go about figuring out what to make of the back-door
argument? Your analysis so far might give you a certain basis for taking that
argument seriously, but to form a more solid opinion you need to go into the
question in greater depth. You are not going to find direct evidence bearing
on the issue. No document will turn up showing Roosevelt saying, in effect,
“I am pursuing this policy toward Japan because it is the only policy that will
bring America into the war against Germany quickly enough.” If any such
document existed, you would certainly have heard about it already.157 And if
Roosevelt had not opted for his Japan policy for that reason, that negative
156
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point could scarcely be proved by direct evidence. So you have no choice but
to look for indirect evidence—for straws in the wind that might have some
bearing on the issue. If you get enough evidence of that sort, you might be
able to arrive at some kind of conclusion, and how much confidence you
have in that conclusion will depend on how strong that mass of evidence is.
How then do you do that kind of work? One way is by identifying specific
arguments relating to the back-door theory and then by examining those arguments in the light of the evidence most directly related to the issues at hand.
It is sometimes said, for example, that Roosevelt could scarcely have opted for
a back-door strategy since he had no way of knowing what Germany would do
if Japan attacked the United States. That argument is based on a particular assumption about what Roosevelt knew. So to get at the issue, you’ll want to see
whether that assumption is well founded. You’ll want to look into the question
of what Roosevelt thought Germany would do if America and Japan went to
war, and you’ll want to look in particular at the intelligence side of the story.
What assurances, if any, was Germany giving Japan, and what did U.S. intelligence know about what the Germans were saying?
So you look for works that might throw some light on these relatively narrow questions. One source that turns up quickly is the volume Ernest May
edited on strategic intelligence before the two world wars.158 The title of
David Kahn’s article in that volume, “United States Views of Germany and
Japan in 1941,” suggests that that essay might give you the information you
are looking for. Kahn, as you might already know if you have been working in
this field for any length of time, is a leading authority on code-breaking and
signals intelligence, and given his eminence you might be tempted to take his
judgment as definitive. Kahn says that Hitler’s decision to declare war on
America “was unpremeditated and partly irrational, precipitated by the Pearl
Harbor attack. There was therefore no way in which any intelligence agency
could have obtained foreknowledge of it.”159 The first solid intelligence on
Hitler’s intentions, he says, came only on December 8, the day after the Pearl
Harbor attack. If Kahn is right in this regard, that would pose a major problem for the back-door theory. And you are inclined to think that Kahn must
know what he is talking about.
But for something this important, you wouldn’t want to just leave it at
that. It makes sense to cast a wider net. So you explore the literature on
strategic intelligence. You identify a number of other accounts likely to have
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relevant information. F. H. Hinsley’s very detailed official study of British Intelligence in the Second World War seems to be of fundamental importance, so
you get it and look up the section bearing on this issue. You quickly note that
Hinsley’s account is very different from Kahn’s. “Germany’s response to Pearl
Harbour,” Hinsley says, “came as no surprise. In August 1941 the Japanese
Ambassador in Berlin had reported to Tokyo a conversation in which Hitler
had assured him that ‘in the event of a collision between Japan and the
United States Germany would at once open hostilities with the United
States’”; that decrypt, Churchill was informed, had also been sent on to
Washington.160 Hitler, you note from other accounts, had probably given
those assurances in order to stiffen the Japanese in their dealings with America.
He knew about the U.S.-Japanese talks that were going on and was worried
about the prospect of a settlement between those two countries.161 This point
you file away in the back of your mind. It may be important later on as you
try to construct the larger story of what was going on in this period.
You might be able to supplement the Hinsley evidence with other evidence
you find in the literature dealing with strategic intelligence in this period. It
turns out, for example, that in early November, U.S. authorities received important information from Germany’s acting ambassador in Washington, Hans
Thomsen, who was working as an American informant. Thomsen told the
Americans that if war broke out between America and Japan, Germany would
declare war on the United States.162 The signals intercepts yielded additional
evidence. Some scholars refer to a very specific assurance that Germany’s
foreign minister, Ribbentrop, gave the Japanese ambassador in Berlin in late
November.163 In light of that information, it is reasonable to suppose that
Roosevelt calculated (at least at some point before Pearl Harbor) that if Japan
attacked the United States, Hitler for his part would also, in all probability, go
to war with America.
But what does all this actually prove? A critic of the back-door theory
might have little trouble responding to everything that has been said so far.
Yes, that critic would say, the Americans eventually found out about the assurances, but Roosevelt had opted for a hard line toward Japan well before he
had any of this information about what Germany would do. And if he had no
way of knowing in July 1941 what Germany would do in the event of a U.S.Japanese war, how then can the policy he adopted at that time be understood
160
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in terms of his supposed desire to take the United States into the European
war through the back door? That point calls for a response. You think about
the issue. Does this line of argument really discredit the back-door theory?
Roosevelt, you agree, probably did not know when the embargo was imposed
in late July what Germany would do if Japan attacked the United States, but
at that point he was not irrevocably committing himself to anything. The situation, you assume, would certainly be monitored as the crisis with Japan
deepened, and policy toward Japan could be relaxed if it was not producing
the “right” results from the “back door” point of view—that is, if it looked
like Germany was going to stay out of a U.S.-Japanese war. In other words,
this counterargument would run, the initial policy choice in July was not in
itself decisive. That policy could have been altered at any point. What was of
fundamental importance was that the policy was maintained intact. And the
fact that it was maintained intact might have had something to do with what
the U.S. government was learning from the intercepts: it chose to stay the
course after finding out about what the Germans had promised Japan.
So the back-door theory is able to clear a certain hurdle, but there’s a second line of argument you still have to consider. This time the issue is not
whether (and when) German promises were made, but rather how seriously
those promises were to be taken. Could the Americans really be certain that
Hitler would not renege on his promises to Japan, no matter what commitments he had made? If there was a real chance that Hitler would not keep his
word—and no one viewed him as a man of honor—wouldn’t a back-door strategy have been too risky from Roosevelt’s point of view for that reason alone?
And the greater the risk that Germany would stay out of a U.S.-Japanese war,
the less plausible the back-door theory would be.
You deal with that problem again by focusing on a key assumption—in this
case, on the idea that a back-door strategy could work only if Hitler decided
to intervene in a U.S.-Japanese war. But wasn’t it possible that the decision
for war might be made by the Americans—that if Japan attacked the United
States, Roosevelt might have been able to use the occasion to take America
into the war against Germany, whether Hitler declared war on the United
States or not? You then ask yourself whether you’ve seen any evidence bearing on this question, and perhaps you do recall certain pieces of evidence.
You might remember, for example, that the U.S. government had evidently
decided by early 1941 that if war broke out with Japan, the United States
would (in the words of one key document) “at once engage in war with
Germany and Italy.”164 If that was U.S. policy, doesn’t that mean that a
164
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German declaration of war was perhaps not nearly as important as you had
been led to believe?
But here again you have to consider a counterargument: even if Roosevelt
would have liked to pursue such a policy, could he have pulled it off, given
political realities in the United States at the time? Could he really have gotten the country to go to war with Germany after a Japanese attack, if Hitler
at that point refused to declare war on America? That’s clearly an important
question, so you look for evidence that might help you answer it. It turns out
there’s a book called Hitler Attacks Pearl Harbor: Why the United States Declared War on Germany, which, as you can tell from the reviews and the discussion in H-Diplo, the email discussion network for diplomatic historians,
deals with this very issue. It’s not a very good book, but it does present some
interesting evidence on American opinion in December 1941. Among other
things, the author shows that according to a Gallup poll taken after Pearl
Harbor but before the German declaration of war four days later, 90 percent
of those polled favored a U.S. declaration of war on Germany.
But the views that came to the surface in the immediate post–Pearl Harbor
period did not just emerge out of nowhere. The idea that the Japanese were
in league with Hitler had been in place for some time. According to Paul
Schroeder, the signing of the Tripartite Pact was of fundamental importance
in this context. That agreement, signed by Germany, Japan, and Italy in
September 1940, “caused a profound hardening of American opinion toward
Japan—a once-for-all identification of the Empire with the Axis, with Hitler
and the whole program of world conquest and the menace of aggression
which America was sure he represented.” The Axis alliance, in fact, came to
be seen as much tighter than it actually was. And it was in large part for that
reason that Pearl Harbor was widely blamed on the Axis as a whole. Indeed,
many people throughout the country—a lot more than you might have
thought—were convinced at the time of the Pearl Harbor attack that the
Japanese were “Hitler’s puppets.”165 And Roosevelt, of course, would not
have been unaware of something this basic. It is safe to assume that he would
have taken those popular beliefs and attitudes into account when deciding
on a particular course of action. He might well have reached the conclusion
that Germany would not be able to stay out of a U.S.-Japanese war, no matter
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what decision Hitler made. And what this means is that a back-door strategy, if
that is what it was, might well have been workable in that political context.166
So you’ve made certain judgments. You’ve considered certain arguments
against the back-door theory and you’ve reached certain conclusions. But the
core historical problem hasn’t really been resolved. You certainly haven’t
been able to come up with anything that actually proves Roosevelt was pursuing a back-door strategy. So in a sense you’re no further along than you had
been when you first started to consider those anti-back-door arguments. And
yet it’s not as though this exercise was entirely worthless. You’ve obviously
learned something, and what you’ve learned gets factored in as your general
understanding of what was going on in 1941 takes shape.
When you’re working out an interpretation, you have to do many exercises
of this sort. There are all kinds of relatively narrow issues you need to concern yourself with. What, for example, can you find out about Roosevelt’s
general political style? Was he the type of person who was capable of behaving in a relatively Machiavellian way? That sort of issue has an obvious bearing on the question at hand, but can you find evidence that might shed some
light on that issue? You might remember from some of the historical works
you’ve read that Roosevelt was certainly capable at times of maneuvering for
advantage. In the talks with Japan, he was willing to “baby” the Japanese, to
string them along, to “play for time.”167 Secretary of War Stimson, in a widely
quoted October 16 diary entry, referred to a meeting Roosevelt had called at
the White House that day to consider the Japan problem: “and so we face the
delicate question of the diplomatic fencing to be done so as to be sure that
Japan was put into the wrong and made the first bad move—overt move.”168
In another frequently cited diary entry, Stimson quoted Roosevelt as saying
on November 25 that “the question was how we should maneuver them [the
Japanese] into the position of firing the first shot without allowing too much
danger to ourselves.”169 Such comments, of course, do not prove that
Roosevelt thought that such maneuvering was needed to bring on an otherwise avoidable war with Japan.170 He might have thought war was inevitable
166
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and simply wanted to be sure that it began in what was for America the best
way. But there is one key piece of evidence suggesting quite clearly that he
did want to maneuver the Germans into war. This is the record of what Roosevelt told Churchill at the Atlantic Conference on August 19: as I noted,
the president said there that “he would wage war, but not declare it, and that
he would become more and more provocative. If the Germans did not like
it, they could attack American forces.”171 What this evidence shows is that
U.S. leaders were perfectly capable of thinking in tactical terms—of maneuvering, of calculating, of pursuing their objectives in a less-than-absolutelystraightforward way.
Roosevelt’s reaction to the Pearl Harbor attack is another important indicator. The president had been worried that the Japanese would limit their attack
to British and Dutch possessions and avoid contact with American forces. He
knew that in such circumstances it might be hard for him to bring the American people into the war with Japan. “Hence his great relief,” as his close
adviser Harry Hopkins put it a few weeks later, “at the method Japan used.”172
When the news of the Pearl Harbor attack was received, the president called a
meeting of his top advisers. “The conference met in not too tense an atmosphere,” Hopkins wrote, “because I think that all of us believed that in the last
analysis the enemy was Hitler and that he could never be defeated without
force of arms; that sooner or later we were bound to be in the war and that
Japan had given us an opportunity.”173 This is not quite the same as saying
that Roosevelt had deliberately taken advantage of the Far Eastern situation
to bring the country into the European war, but it does suggest that U.S. leaders were pleased by the way things had developed—by the situation which, as
they well knew, their own policy had played a key role in producing.174
Churchill’s attitude at this point is another indicator. The British prime minister was elated by the news of the Pearl Harbor attack. “So we had won after
171
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all!” he thought. “Hitler’s fate was sealed.” “Being saturated and satiated with
emotion and sensation,” he wrote, “I went to bed and slept the sleep of the
saved and thankful.”175 The day after the Pearl Harbor attack, he “was in highest spirits at America and Japan.”176 He later wrote that Craigie’s argument that
war with Japan could have been avoided was entirely off-base because it was a
“blessing that Japan attacked the United States and thus brought America
wholeheartedly into the war.”177 Again, this does not prove that Churchill had
pressed for a hard-line policy toward Japan with the goal of bringing the United
States into the European war, but it does point in that direction.
Churchill’s principal objective throughout 1941 had, of course, been to
bring the United States into the war against Germany.178 Ideally he would
have loved to bring America in without America and Britain having to fight
a war with Japan at the same time. As he put it at the time, that outcome
would have been the “first prize.” But a war in which America and Britain
fought both Japan and Germany was the “second prize,” better in his view
than if both countries were to remain at peace with Japan, but with America
staying out of the European war.179 And on the principle that a bird in the
hand was worth two in the bush, Churchill was prepared to do what he could
to land that second prize. At a war cabinet meeting on October 2, Churchill
“questioned the statement that it was not in our interests that the United
States should be involved in war in the Pacific.”180 Although hesitant at
times—there was always the risk that Japan might attack just the British and
Dutch possessions and leave the Americans alone—his government in the
final analysis therefore pressed for a relatively tough policy toward Japan and
played a key role in sabotaging the plan for a modus vivendi.181 The net effect
of British policy was thus to help the British achieve their fundamental goal
of bringing the United States into the war. You then wonder whether this
was simply a coincidence. Given your understanding of the way governments
operate, you might find it hard to believe that an element of calculation was
not involved.
The point is important for our purposes because a study of British policy
can provide a certain window into American thinking. If you think the two
175
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countries’ core interests were essentially the same, and if you think that Roosevelt and Churchill, taking those common interests as their point of departure, had basically come to share the same general view about how things
were to be managed, then the evidence on Churchill’s thinking about a war
with Japan does feed into an overall estimate of what Roosevelt was trying to
do. By looking at what the British were thinking, you can perhaps get some
insight into what American policy was. The impression you get from the
British sources is thus one of the indicators you can take into account in deciding how to interpret what the Americans were doing.
It’s in that way that you gradually form your own opinion. In the absence of
strong direct evidence, you proceed as best you can. The indirect evidence is
suggestive rather than compelling. You look at a particular straw in the wind,
and in itself it may prove nothing. But if you gather enough evidence of this
sort, you’re able to assess the plausibility of a given argument. Every small
brushstroke makes a difference and gradually a larger picture takes shape.

The Larger Story
Suppose you reach the conclusion that Roosevelt used the situation with
Japan as a way of bringing the United States into the European war. This
conclusion is important for a all sorts of reasons. If true, it tells you something
fundamental about the nature of U.S. policy—namely, that geopolitical imperatives can play a truly decisive role in shaping American behavior. It might
also have certain broader implications about international politics as a whole.
It might suggest that, as a general rule, war is to be understood as the outcome
of a political process rather than as the product of aggression pure and simple:
if, even in the case of a conflict with countries as aggressive as Germany and
Japan in 1941, the decision to go to war with America is not to be viewed as a
“gratuitous” act, then war in general is not to be understood as resulting from a
simple decision on the part of the aggressor power to start one.
But as important as that conclusion about Roosevelt’s East Asian policy is,
it’s just one element in a much broader interpretative structure. It’s not as
though you just reach that conclusion and the analysis stops. You’ve
constructed a building block which then has to be lowered into place. The
conclusion about Roosevelt has to be fit into a larger argument about what
was going on in the world of the great powers not just in late 1941 but in a
longer period—the period, say, from September 1939 to December 1941.
In constructing that broader interpretation, one question leads to another.
If you think that Roosevelt in 1941 wanted to bring the United States into
the war against Germany (and put America on a collision course with Japan
as a means of doing so), you then have to think about why he opted for that
policy. What did it have to do with his understanding of German policy?
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What was his view of Hitler’s long-term goals, and how exactly did that view
take shape? These questions lead to yet further questions about Hitler, about
what his goals were, and about what his plans were for achieving them. Did
he think that if he won in Europe, a struggle with America for world domination would be inevitable? If he did sometimes talk in that vein, are such remarks to be dismissed as idle speculation, or was he seriously contemplating
war with the United States in the not-too-distant future?
Such issues are studiable in the usual way. You look to see what historians
say, and you try to assess those arguments in terms both of their internal logic
and of the adequacy of the evidence supporting them. Some scholars argue
that Hitler did not intend in his lifetime to enter into such a struggle with
America, and that in his view the war between the United States and
Germany for world domination would take place only in the “dim, indefinite”
future.182 Others take a different view, and once again you wonder who is
right. You make an assessment based on the preponderance of the evidence
cited, and it turns out that some of the most crucial evidence has to do with
Hitler’s armaments policy. Even before the war broke out in Europe, Hitler, it
seems, had decided to prepare for a major conflict with the United States. A
great oceangoing navy and a powerful long-range air force were to be built.
“The naval programme,” Richard Overy notes, “and the strategic bomber
plans, including the ‘Amerikabomber’ which Messerschmidt began work on
in 1939, and the range of advanced technological projects on which German
research was working, all indicate clearly the drift of Hitler’s strategy”; the
“major programmes” were to be “completed by 1943–5.”183 The plans had to
be put aside when, contrary to Hitler’s wishes, war broke out prematurely in
September 1939. But whenever it looked like the war in Europe would soon
be over—after the defeat of France in June 1940 and then again in July 1941
when it looked like Russia would soon collapse—Hitler revived preparations
for a final confrontation with America.184 This suggests that Hitler did think
that matters would come to a head with America not in the distant future but
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in the course of the next few years—preferably not right away, but after his
European enemies had been crushed and he had built up his own military
strength to a level that would enable him to take on the world’s greatest industrial power, say by 1943–45.
Learning about Hitler’s goals then helps bring the questions about America
into focus. How did Roosevelt view the problem? What did the president
know about Hitler’s intentions and in particular about German armaments
policy? There are many indications that the president was worried about the
threat Germany would pose if it conquered all of Europe and was able to mobilize the vast resources of that continent—indeed, that he was worried about
how the United States would fare if war with a triumphant Germany broke
out at some future point.185
Clearly, the sense that their core interests were imperiled pushed the
Americans toward intervention. But wouldn’t the growing specter of American involvement inevitably affect Hitler’s calculations? With that question
in mind, you look at the literature on Hitler’s policy during the war and, in
particular, at the literature on his decision to attack the USSR. That question helps you draw out one key point buried in that literature: you note that
his decision in 1940 to attack the Soviet Union the following spring was
evidently rooted at least in part in his sense that America was growing
stronger and more determined to enter the war and that time was working
against him. His own “window of opportunity,” that is, was closing rapidly;
all continental European problems had to be solved in 1941, he said, “because beginning in 1942, the USA will be in a position to intervene.”186
But if Russia was conquered, Germany, with no power in the east to worry
about and with the vast resources of virtually the entire continent of Europe
under its control, would be in a position to deal with the United States.187
Window logic, it seems, was thus a major factor in shaping both sides’ policies.
The prospect of an enormous growth of German power in the near future, as
185
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the Germans mobilized the resources first of central and western Europe
and then even of the Russian heartland, spurred on the Americans, and
the prospect of American intervention played a key role in pushing Germany
forward.
“Window logic”? Where did that come from? The term refers to the sorts of
pressures that result from the opening and closing of “windows of vulnerability” and “windows of opportunity”—from the calculations generated by the
sense that the strategic balance is moving in one way or another, from the
sense, for example, that it might be a question of “now or never” and that it
might be important to act before it is too late. You can see this kind of logic
at work when you study in the pre–Pearl Harbor period, but the term itself
comes from international relations theory. The concept plays a key role in
the writings of contemporary international relations theorists like Stephen
Van Evera and Dale Copeland.188 And you can see from this one case why it
pays for the historian to develop a certain familiarity with that body of
thought. If you’ve been exposed to these sorts of arguments and then come
across a document like the Victory Program, it’s as though a bell is rung. The
key historical points are more likely to register in your mind. You’re more
likely to say, “this is important, this really matters.” You’re much better able
to understand the larger significance of the sort of thinking laid out in such
documents than if you had come to the issue cold, without any exposure to
this literature at all.
With a prepared mind, you’re thus much better able to see the sort of logic
that was at play. But you can’t just stop at that point. You’re aware of the relative thinness of the evidence on which this sort of interpretation is based,
and you want, if you can, to build on a much more solid foundation. So you
need to flesh out that basic interpretation and develop it in much greater
depth. You need to look at the specific areas in which that sort of logic might
have come into play—for example, German armaments (and especially air
and naval) policy, or German policy toward northwest Africa and the islands
in the eastern and mid-Atlantic (Madeira, the Azores, and the Canary and
Cape Verde islands). In each case, you would like to see what the Germans
were doing in those areas and the extent to which their efforts were directed
against the United States. In particular, you would like to know the degree to
which they were preparing for what they saw, and indeed could rationally see,
as a growing American threat to their position in Europe. So you look at the
literature, for example, on German policy toward northwest Africa and the
Atlantic islands—especially Norman Goda’s Tomorrow the World—and you
are struck by the fact that German policy in this area was shaped by a mix of
188
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offensive and defensive considerations vis-à-vis America.189 And again if
you’ve been exposed to international relations theory—in this case, to a wellknown line of argument developed by Robert Jervis—you’re in a better position to deal with some of these issues: you understand something about what
happens in a situation in which offensive and defensive strategies cannot be
distinguished from each other.190
Of course, you can’t just limit yourself to an examination of the German
side of the story. The key issue that lies at the heart of this kind of interpretation is the degree to which the two sides influenced each other. So you have
to ask the same kinds of questions about American policy as you ask about
German policy. To what extent was Roosevelt, in moving ahead with an active policy in these areas, essentially trying to beat the Germans to the
punch?191 This is the sort of issue you can try to get at by studying American
sources. What did Roosevelt know about what the Germans were doing with
regard to northwest Africa and the Atlantic islands? What did he think their
intentions in this area were? How did he interpret whatever evidence he had?
Did he fit it into some sort of larger interpretative framework? Did he, for example, link Germany’s interest in that area (and especially in Dakar) to German designs on Latin America (given how close Brazil was to the west
African bulge)? To what extent was he thinking of the need to preempt a
possible German move into northwest Africa and the islands? To what extent, that is, did he think it was important to move before it was too late? All
these questions are open to study, and in fact those questions frame the research effort. And because they are the product of this sort of thought
process, the way they are answered will give you insight into some really fundamental historical and indeed theoretical issues.
Once sensitized to the importance of window logic, moreover, you naturally pay particular attention when you see historians arguing along those
189
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lines. In Overy’s view, for example, window logic probably played a major
role even in 1939. The British and French governments, he argues, felt at
that point that their current “high levels of arms spending could be sustained
for only a short time.” That fact, he says, “pushed both western governments
towards the conclusion that it would be better to take decisive action, even
war, sooner rather than later,” and that in turn was a key factor leading to war
in 1939, a war which Hitler would have preferred to put off for a few years.192
If Hitler had had his way, and if Germany had “enjoyed a further four or five
years of peace,” history, in Overy’s view, might have taken a totally different
course. Germany, he says, would have developed into “one of the military superpowers of the 1940s.”193
The basic point suggested by this and other accounts is that the coming of
war in 1939 had set off a dynamic which Hitler was unable to control and
which eventually overwhelmed him. The idea here, as Andreas Hillgruber argues, is that by December 1941 the Nazi leader had essentially resigned himself to the fact that the United States was going to go to war against him and,
in declaring war on America, was simply trying to make the best of a bad
business.194 If war with America was inevitable in any event, he might as well
take advantage of the opportunity he now had, after Pearl Harbor, to firm up
his alliance with Japan. To wait for Roosevelt to move first, moreover, would
be taken as a sign of weakness. A declaration of war might therefore be his
best option. But the conclusion to be drawn from these accounts is that for
him war with America at that point was not a happy solution.
So you come to see how one thing leads to another. War breaks out in
1939 as the western powers see their window of opportunity closing; Germany’s
early victories lead to a deepening U.S. involvement; and Hitler’s fear of an
eventual U.S. intervention is a major factor pushing him forward. His moves,
in turn, generate more pressure on America to enter the war, and U.S. policy
toward Japan has to be understood in that context. The conflict with Japan
comes to a head with the attack on Pearl Harbor, and within days the United
States and Germany are officially at war. There is a logic tying all these
things together, a logic in which power considerations play a key role, and to
understand the story—to make these events intelligible, in Hanson’s sense—
is to work out what that logic is.
So gradually, as you put these things together, a certain sense for the larger
story, or at least for one major strand in that larger story, takes shape in your
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mind. That sense may be very rough and imperfect, but you know how you
can deepen your understanding of what was going on. You know that the particular elements of the story can be studied more closely. In this case, all the
things I just talked about can be fleshed out by looking at the specific claims
on which basic arguments rest, and those specific claims can then be studied
by looking at the empirical evidence, especially the evidence cited in the
works in which those claims are made.
How far do you take this process? The answer depends on what your goals
are. But even if you want to go into these questions in considerable depth, it
still makes sense to try to work out early on, in a relatively rough way, what
the basic structure of the historical problem is. What you are able to come up
with might be little more than a sketch. But as you proceed with your work,
it’s vitally important that you have something to go on, some sense, however
rudimentary, for what the overall story was. Little of that interpretation may
remain intact by the time you are done, but it is the process that is important.
As you do this sort of work, you come to understand at a much deeper level
how things fit together. You get a better sense for the texture of the historical
process you are studying—a better feel for what was actually shaping the
course of events.
And note the role that a certain familiarity with international relations
theory plays in this process. I’ve touched on this issue a number of times
before. My basic point in those passages is that by grappling with the fundamental conceptual issues—and in particular by coming to terms with the
arguments developed in the theoretical literature—the historian is able to
appreciate the importance of various elements of the story that might otherwise go unnoticed. A few paragraphs back I gave the example of “window
logic.” But the general point is so important for our present purposes that I’d
like to give a couple of other examples here.
One of the most basic ideas in contemporary American international relations theory has to do with what is called the “security dilemma”—that is,
with the idea that states might be led to adopt aggressive policies for purely
defensive purposes. Their aim might be simply to provide for their own security, but they might, as Robert Jervis puts it, be “trapped by the logic of the
situation.” And that problem, the argument runs, is particularly serious in situations where the offense is believed to have the upper hand, where a premium is placed on offensive as opposed to defensive military operations.195
So suppose you’re familiar with that body of thought when you study
American policy in 1941. You note that President Roosevelt and other top
195
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officials defined defense in very expansive terms. They thought it would be
foolish for the Americans to sit on their hands until their homeland was
attacked. They assumed by 1941 that it was important to move against
Germany before it was too late. They took it for granted that Germany was so
great a threat that “any action” that the United States took against that
country was “necessarily one of self defense and could never be considered as
aggression.”196 You note that that general view was linked to their understanding of the basic nature of modern warfare—that, for Roosevelt especially, U.S. policy had to be rooted in an understanding of the “lightning
speed of modern warfare.”197 And you’re struck by the fact that they felt the
nation was threatened by Germany’s offensive military capabilities and that it
therefore had to develop offensive forces of its own.198 You’re struck in particular by what you see going on in the very important area of air warfare—by
the fact that each side understood that the best way to defend against air attack was to destroy the enemy air force on the ground, that each side was
therefore under pressure to develop aircraft “whose range outdistanced the
striking ability of potential enemies,” and that each side was therefore led to
build bombers of greater and greater range and thus to adopt a more threatening offense-oriented posture. Indeed, you’re struck by the fact that both
Germany and America had begun to develop intercontinental bombers even
before they went to war with each other. And you note that Roosevelt’s understanding of the importance of these developments helps explain why his
policy took the shape it did.199
If you’re familiar with the theoretical arguments, you take special notice
when you see these things—when you see people saying in effect that their
country needs to act aggressively for defensive purposes, and when you see
how that attitude is linked to their understanding of modern warfare. You
take special notice because you sense that what you see is not just an isolated
historical artifact, a way of framing the issue specific to this particular case.
You sense that something more general is at work—that the sort of dynamic
the theorists have discussed at a more abstract level is at work in this particular
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case. To understand means to see the general in the specific, and that’s what
the theory has helped you do.
But here I’m looking at the issue from the historian’s point of view. For the
political scientists, the connection is the same, but it works the other way.
When you see what was going on in 1941—when you see the sort of thinking
that lay at the heart of American policy—key theoretical points come to life.
They take on a certain reality quality. You come to see that in doing theoretical work you’re not just playing a sort of intellectual game. You’re not just
dealing with abstract intellectual constructs. You’re dealing with ideas that
help you understand how international politics actually works.
So history is important for the theorist, and theory is important for the historian. To sort out a particular problem, the historian has to do a lot of thinking, and the theoretical literature can provide a certain degree of support.
And it’s little short of amazing how much the theorist can learn by studying
the historical issues the way they need to be studied—by going into them in
some depth and by analyzing historical claims in terms both of their internal
logic and of the adequacy of the evidence that supports them.

